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W

e are entering an intelligent world where all things can sense, all things are connected,
and all things are intelligent. As the creators and transformers of the intelligent society,
enterprises of all sizes are actively embracing digital transformation, creating and

obtaining value that revolves around data.
Early adopters of digital transformation are providing better experiences to employees, partners, and

customers; fully motivating and empowering employees, quickly making agile innovations, and developing
robust ecosystems. Digital enterprises, large or small, are capitalizing on data to gain new vitality, create new
business models, and reach new heights of operational efficiency. Undoubtedly, data is crucial for digital
enterprises to create and capture value as well as achieve operational excellence.
Digital transformation helps to comprehensively digitize the production and operations of enterprises. The
key challenges facing enterprises during digital transformation lie in how to digitalize products and services,
methods of communication, business models, as well as management and operation paradigms. Enterprises
should first rethink how to leverage new technologies such as cloud computing, the Internet of Things (IoT),
and Artificial Intelligence (AI) to transform traditional products and services. This means digitalizing the entire
value creation process. Then, enterprises must draw on new models, including subscription-based services
and targeted advertising, to change enterprises’ conventional ways of capturing value to open up new business
models. Finally, enterprises are expected to digitize existing operation and management systems in order to
achieve data-driven intelligent management and operational excellence.
ICT infrastructures built by enterprises must be able to obtain data from everywhere on demand, and to
swiftly transmit different types of data in ways that open the data to ecosystem partners for the purpose of
extracting new values and exploring new business opportunities. Therefore, Huawei believes that enterprises
need to build one-stop innovative ICT infrastructure platforms that feature ‘cloud-pipe-device’ synergy. With
such platforms in place, enterprises alleviate issues of data collection, data sharing, and data application to gain
a decisive competitive edge in their transition.
Building new ICT infrastructures is crucial to achieving the digital transformation goals of enterprises and
accelerating the shift to an intelligent society. Huawei believes that new ICT infrastructure platforms should be
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centered on IoT, cloud computing, Big Data and AI technologies that are built atop next-generation security technologies.
The resulting platforms will help facilitate an ‘All Connected, All Cloud, All Intelligent’ landscape in which:
• IoT functions like a ‘nervous system.’ Data from ubiquitous industrial terminals and user devices is efficiently
collected, and computing distributed to the edges of the network can process the data locally, in real-time.
• Networks are the ‘blood supply’ for transmitting and sharing data from enterprise production, office, and business
processes. Cloud computing capabilities allow for intelligent, simplified management for tens of millions of connections
on the cloud. Open network platforms enable flexible scheduling to meet fast-changing services and pave the way for
the network-based industrial applications development and deployment necessary to generate new business values.
• Cloud Computing, Big Data, and AI are the ‘brain.’ By breaking traditional architectural silos, these
technologies help enterprises build highly simplified, standardized, automated, and elastic cloud data centers
that quickly process massive amounts of data, conduct deep modeling, and gain precise insights. Consequently,
enterprises can automate their operations and make decisions more intelligently.

Huawei believes
that new ICT
infrastructure
platforms should
be centered on IoT,
cloud computing,
Big Data and AI
technologies that
are built atop nextgeneration security
technologies. The
resulting platforms
will help facilitate an
‘All Connected, All
Cloud, All Intelligent’
landscape. >>

• Security is the ‘immune system’ of digital enterprises in that it helps defend against threats anytime, anywhere
to reduce risks and deliver more robust business activities.
Digital enterprises of the future must take advantage of new ICT technologies and incorporate them into every
corner of their production and operation processes. Only by doing so can enterprises take automation and intelligence
in business activities to new levels.
Huawei’s All-Cloud Network architecture focuses on data collection, sharing, and applications integration to
connect and migrate data to the cloud more effectively. This architecture breaks barriers between systems and
enables more convenient data sharing. Open networks allow data to be utilized by industry partners. Combined,
these features unleash unlimited possibilities for maximizing business value from data transmitted over enterprise
networks. Adhering to a philosophy of ‘openness, cooperation, and win-win,’ Huawei is committed to providing
enterprises and industries with best-in-class All-Cloud Network solutions that help businesses accelerate digital
transformation, achieve business success, and unlock unprecedented potential.▲
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Data Analytics for
Smart Manufacturing
By Dr. Shi-Wan Lin, Co-Chair, Architecture Task Group, Industrial Internet Consortium and Co-Founder and CEO, Thingswise

S

mart factories are a novel paradigm for manufacturing that involves robotics, integrated product production simulation, additive
manufacturing, and 3D printing. The ‘smart factory’ concept revolves around how to apply Information and Communications Technology
(ICT) in traditional production environments to deepen the convergence of ICT and Operational Technology (OT) to achieve higher

degrees of automation.
Smart factory initiatives include digitalizing production technologies

It’s worth mentioning that building all-encompassing systems for smart

and processes; connecting machines to communication networks for

factories is often very complicated and generally involves long lead-times. At

data collection, analysis, and utilization; the integration of OT and IT

the beginning of each new project, it is important to follow the core concepts

technologies; and the convergence of production and service systems. These

described above to guide the strategic vision and architectural design. As

initiatives can be implemented not only inside an enterprise, but also across

the unique details of each implementation become clear, it is essential to

enterprises, and even entire industry ecosystems.

incorporate the core values of the enterprise and then iteratively progress

A core concept of smart factories is the infusion of intelligence into
manufacturing systems and management processes by using all-digital

from general principles to complex details to assure that the strategic vision
is included in the completed facility.

technologies for global interoperability. After defining the concept, we can
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easily conclude that specific architectures may differ in implementation

Handle Business Issues First

details and points of focus, but can ultimately be complementary.

Enterprises will encounter many technical and implementation challenges on

Features

Shi-Wan Lin
CEO and co-founder of Thingswise. Co-chair in technical groups for the Industrial Internet
Consortium (IIC) and the National Institute for Standards and Technology Cyber-Physical
Systems Public Working Group. A member of the Edge Computing Consortium (ECC)
Advisory Committee.

Data analytics in smart factories helps to quickly and accurately
assess the status of equipment and production operations in
order to make appropriate decisions. Data is the ‘fuel’ and
data analytics is the ‘engine’ that drives smart factories.
the way to smart factories.
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and smart manufacturing are
characterized by vast ecosystems that involve numerous upstream

to make the right judgments and decisions accordingly. Just as fuel
powers a plane’s engine, allowing it to fly; so too does data fuel data
analytics, driving production and operations in smart factories.

and downstream stakeholders. In the next five to ten years, relevant
IIoT and smart manufacturing technologies will continue to develop

Data Applications Shift from ‘Reactive’ to ‘Proactive’

and evolve quickly. Smart production will be a continuous process of

At present, most industry insiders believe that the best utilization of

constant updates, enhancements, and improvements.

data is to first collect large amounts followed by digging out maximum

While advancing the smart production process, we must not blindly
invest in everything for the sake of creating an all-encompassing
system; otherwise, the end results will likely lead to inefficiencies or

value afterwards. This post-event data utilization approach is at least
one-sided, or worse, incorrect.
A more effective way of utilizing data is when enterprises approach

possible failures. We need to avoid technology-dominant initiatives

the matter in a proactive, targeted, and purposeful manner. However, a

that lack strategic guidance or business value drivers. Additionally, we

high-priority issue in production operations is the need to intelligently

must not turn a blind eye to or feel at a loss about smart production so

optimize production technologies and processes. What information

that we will not go through delays or miss opportunities.

needs to be collected to achieve such intelligent optimization? To

The rise of the Internet and the increasing dominance of

obtain said information, what data is collected and how is the collected

eCommerce are having an overwhelming impact on traditional

data analyzed? Which equipment is needed, and how is the equipment

businesses. The IIoT and smart manufacturing will bring immense

connected to collect the desired data?

growth opportunities to enterprises, while simultaneously posing a
challenge to each company’s very survival.
The most pressing task is to handle business issues as guided by
the strategic vision, in accordance with business values, and through
the use of innovative technologies. To this end, adding intelligence to
legacy production systems is a feasible option.

In smart factories, the results of data analytics should be used
to enhance the operational intelligence of stand-alone equipment
and groups of equipment. This requires continuous, near real-time
streamlined data analytics.
Traditional batch data mining methods will continue to have their
role in smart plants; for example, to develop analysis modules for
operational systems that will be applied to post-event scenarios. The

Data Analytics Drive Smart Productivity

point is that batch processing is neither the only nor the primary

Intelligence is a cyclic process that covers perception, awareness,

analytic process.

decision-making, action-taking, and goal attainment. Restated more
simply, this process includes learning, adjustment, and adaptation.

Platform Components for Data Analytics

Data analytics in smart factories help to quickly and accurately

Technologies related to data analytics are developing quickly, and

ascertain the status of equipment and production operations in order

different types of platforms are emerging. Some platforms provide
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A key factor in
implementing
a smart
manufacturing
plant is having
the equipment
analysis results for
running equipment
and operations
processes
returned quickly.
Combining
the analyzed
results with
other business
information is also
important. >>

technical components for data collection, storage, and/or

to work closely with each other. The result is the ability to

analytics for cloud computing; users are allowed to flexibly

quickly and easily collect equipment data by referencing

select these components and generate relevant sets of

the interfaces and specification documents provided by the

analysis tools. This includes cloud platform components for

original equipment vendors.

equipment connectivity – including security and data upload
services.
The functions that these platforms provide are primarily

A key factor in implementing a smart manufacturing
plant is having the equipment analysis results for running
equipment and operations processes returned quickly.

focused on equipment operations and management.

Combining the analyzed results with other business

Additionally, most of these platforms need to be deployed

information — such as market supply and supply chain

on a cloud in some form, and only a few of them can be

data — to take production intelligence to new levels is also

installed at local production and operations environments

important. To achieve these goals, the following three points

to support edge computing and act as parallel, out-of-band

require emphasis:

analytics for device or control systems.
If we want to implement data analytics for legacy

• Equipment runs continuously, and its operation requires
endless intelligent data feedback. Therefore, the data

production equipment, the biggest technical challenge is

analytics system must conduct streamlined analytics on data

how to connect to legacy equipment interfaces, such as

flows generated by the equipment, provide information for

Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) ports, to be able to

decision-making, and then automatically apply the decisions

access the data over an IP network. If we fail to tackle this

to the running equipment and operation processes. By

technical challenge, we will be unable to collect useful data.

contrast, traditional analysis frameworks based on batch

In this case, even the most powerful data analytics platforms

and passive data queries are unable to effectively support

are useless.

continuously running equipment and operations. Therefore,

Addressing this particular challenge requires the
collaboration of multiple parties. Equipment vendors,
customers, and related connection-solution developers need

streamlined analytics is a primary function that data analysis
platforms must provide.
• For the sake of security, reliability, and effectiveness
(e.g. constraints on latency and data traffic), data analytics
platforms must provide distributed analytics to deploy
analytics capabilities locally at the equipment or production
facility sites and support edge computing.
• The data analytics platforms — whose required
technologies must be enhanced and simplified — provide
customers with ‘out-of-the-box’ analytics systems that
are characterized by easy deployment, customization, and
maintenance. With such analytics systems, customers are
able to quickly and iteratively evolve their smart plant
applications. Currently, however, many manufacturing
companies do not have the necessary levels of IT expertise.
On their journey towards smart factories, these organizations
must be able to acquire and benefit from the latest data
analytics techniques (including advanced technologies such
as machine learning), instead of being stuck in a quagmire
due to complexity and specialized skills requirements of IT
professionals.▲
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SDN Drives
Digital Transformation across
Medium to Large Campus Networks
Excerpted from an IDC Report

I

DC defines Digital Transformation (DX) as the continuous process by which enterprises adapt to or drive disruptive changes by leveraging
digital/IT competencies to create new business models, products, and services. DX brings unprecedented opportunities to drive additional
business value via the 3 rd Platform of enterprise IT composed of four pillars: Cloud, Mobility, Big Data, and Social Business. DX

opportunities arising from the 3rd Platform cannot be realized on an outdated legacy IT/network infrastructure that typically does not allow

scalability, flexibility, and manageability requirements of 3rd Platform IT architectures.
Today’s enterprise networks, especially medium to large campus networks,

that enterprises have either initiated or plan to initiate in order to handle

require the agility to dynamically adapt and evolve with the ever-changing

new business challenges. Driven by DX initiatives, enterprise network

needs of business applications. They also need centralized manageability

environments, including branches and campuses, face several new usage-

and tight integration capabilities with every other piece of enterprise IT. To

based realities today:

this end, IDC has seen Software-Defined Networking (SDN) emerge into
medium to large enterprise campus networks to address 3rd Platform network
challenges as each enterprise experiences its own digital transformation.
Over the next several years, IDC believes that SDN technologies will
accelerate across medium and large enterprise campus networks, allowing

• An ever-increasing number of mobile devices, mobile software clients,
and mobile applications
• Escalating interest in and usage of videoconferencing, chat, telepresence,
and data collaboration applications
• High bandwidth demand requirements: 40 percent of branch and

unprecedented business agility, and providing real benefits directly aligned

campus locations connect using bandwidths in the range of 100 MB to 499

with DX strategies.

MB for things like cloud, video, and security (surveillance cameras and other

This article describes how an SDN architecture helps enable a large or
rd

midsize enterprise campus network built for the 3 Platform and further
supports DX.

technologies), according to the IDC Software-Defined WAN (SD-WAN)

Survey (April 2016)
• A growing number of business-critical, financial, and security
applications, as well as other business workloads, including components and

New Realities of Enterprise Network Environments

applications aligned with DX, smart digital workplaces, and the Internet of

DX is not just a technology trend, but it is at the center of business strategies

Things (IoT)

across all industry segments and markets. IDC research has shown that

The overall impact of expanding legacy network performance using SDN

digital transformation, enabled by 3rd Platform technologies (cloud, mobile,

is significant, and improves the ability to support productive and seamless

social, and Big Data/analytics), has become one of the major strategies

end-user experiences in enterprise, branch, and campus environments.
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IDC examines how enterprise branch and campus
networks are able to achieve their strategic goals
for digital transformation by using Huawei’s
AgileCampus solution.
Figure 1. Which of the following factors is the primary motivation for considering or
implementing SDN in the campus network?

SDN is Making Advances in Enterprise
Campuses
As an emerging architecture, SDN decouples

Increased speed in provisioning new infrastructure pieces
(switches, access points, etc.)

the network control and forwarding functions,

53.5％

Increase ability to deliver new applications or services
across the network (facilitated by SDN)

47.1％

enabling the network control to become directly

Ability to facilitate scaling the network

46.9％

programmable and the underlying infrastructure
to be abstracted for applications and network

45.4％

Simplify moves, adds, changes, and decommissions
Need to increase network agility in order to support
virtualized applications

services. This dynamic, manageable, cost-

41.8％

effective, and adaptable architecture helps better

37.7％

Assists in unification of wired and wireless networks
Require better programmability of network for
operational efficiency (gains in opex)

align network infrastructure with the needs of

36.8％

application workloads through automated (thereby

26.6％

Use SDN to lower capex (initial investment)

faster) provisioning; programmatic network
management; application-oriented, network-

0.3％

Other

wide visibility; and direct integration with cloud
0％

10％

20％

30％

40％

50％

60％

Number of respondents = 240; Base = Respondents indicated organization deployed/plan to
deploy SDN
Note: Managed by IDC’s Quantitative Research Group; Data weighted by number of companies;
Multiple dichotomous table - total will not equal 100 percent; Use caution when interpreting small
sample sizes.
Source: IDC Campus Network Innovation Survey, IDC, October 2015

Figure 2. Has/Will the adoption of SDN cause your organization to reassess or redeploy any of the
following physical appliances as virtual appliances (software)?
WAN Optimization
appliances

59.3

Network security
appliances

57.3

WLAN controllers

56.7

orchestration platforms. These capabilities can
translate into significant operational savings
while providing adopters with a quicker means of
generating revenue.
According to a recent IDC forecast, the
worldwide SDN market — consisting of physical
network infrastructure, virtualization/control
software, SDN applications (including network
and security services), and professional services
— will have a Compound Annual Growth Rate
(CAGR) of 53.9 percent from 2014 to 2020 and
be worth nearly USD 12.5 billion in 2020.
Not surprisingly, the value of SDN will
increasingly expand to network virtualization
software and SDN applications, including
virtualized network and security services.

Network management
appliances

53.4

Given that SDN is proving itself in many
deployments to deliver the agility, flexibility,

36.8

Routers

and programmability that align closely with the
requirements for DX, SDN is now beginning to

2.0

Other

make advances in enterprise campuses.
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Number of respondents = 240; Base = Respondents indicated organization deployed/plan to
deploy SDN
Note: Managed by IDC’s Quantitative Research Group; Data weighted by number of companies;
Multiple dichotomous table - total will not equal 100%; Use caution when interpreting small
sample sizes.
Source: IDC Campus Network Innovation Survey, IDC, October 2015
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For many enterprises, high Operating Expenses
(OPEX) are among the biggest challenges facing
their campus networks today. Aside from the
budgetary constraints of accommodating licenses
for myriads of cloud-hosted applications and
infrastructure services, there are four critical

Features

Figure 3. What operational (OPEX) cost savings has your organization derived from
implementing SDN?

programmable and automated enterprise campus
network SDN solution that harnesses the power
of analytics can help organizations drive the most

11.5%

Under 10%

value from their 3rd Platform network deployments,

10-20%

49.6%

21-30%

realizing the benefits from multitudes of cloud use
cases while reining in OPEX.
IDC believes that SDN in the enterprise

31.2%

campus is just a matter of when. Digital
transformation needs are steadily accelerating

5.4%

More than 30%

and a range of enterprise campus-oriented SDN
Don't know

solutions are emerging. SDN will become a

2.3%

necessary component of DX-ready enterprise
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Number of respondents = 260; Source: SDN Survey, IDC, September 2015

campus networks, and IDC believes that vendors
must rise to this moment in the evolution of
enterprise networking. With so much anticipated

OPEX-related campus network challenges

deployed in the enterprise data centers, then

potential to positively change how enterprise

that enterprise IT can overcome to achieve

found its way into Wide Area Networks (WANs),

campus networks are architected and managed,

successful digital transformation: slow network

and now is rapidly emerging in and helping to

it makes sense that relevant organizations seek

deployments, poor network experiences,

improve enterprise campuses.

guidance on how to deploy SDN in the enterprise

inefficient Operations and Management (O&M),
and high labor costs.
Aside from these four broader challenges, there

campus to realize organizational, operational, and

IDC: Enterprise Campus-Oriented SDN
Solutions are Emerging

business model transformation.
IDC recommends that organizations seeking

are other issues that enterprise IT must solve.

In IDC’s Campus Network Innovation Survey

increased agility for campus networks in order

As mentioned, enterprise applications continue

(Figure 1), enterprise campus SDN is expected by

to achieve DX-related strategic goals consider

to demand more bandwidth, policy controls,

many to benefit the provisioning of new network

a solution like Huawei’s AgileCampus. With

and prioritization mechanisms. As applications

infrastructure pieces, end-user applications and

its programmability, automation, network and

for voice, video, and Unified Collaboration

services, while improving scalability, and making

security visibility, and unified wired and wireless

and Communications (UC&C) grow more

moves, adds, and changes on the network.

management, among other capabilities, the

sophisticated, they need a more dynamic and

It is also worth noting that respondents indicated

AgileCampus solution is a viable candidate for

scalable IT architecture to support them. The

expected benefits in wired and wireless network

organizations seeking a DX-enabled enterprise

same holds true for many of today’s most popular

unification, and in addressing OPEX challenges.

campus network.▲

cloud-hosted business applications, such as those

Figure 2 illustrates that most respondents foresee

for Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and

the potential of virtualizing certain network

Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

infrastructure elements through SDN.

software, among others.
The move toward software-defined

Other IDC studies have shown that many
enterprises that deploy SDN architectures report

infrastructure, virtualization, and ultimately

addressing some of their OPEX challenges

SDN has been facilitated by the need for greater

through SDN. In IDC’s SDN Survey, 2015, over

network agility. That is, enterprises benefit when

86 percent of respondents reported some degree

(To learn more about how Huawei’s AgileCampus

IT infrastructure can evolve in lockstep with,

of cost savings of 10 percent or more, with over

solution drives digital transformation of large and

and dynamically adapt to, the requirements

36 percent reporting a cost savings of more than

midsize campus networks, please scan to download

of enterprise applications. SDN was initially

20 percent (Figure 3). IDC believes an agilely

the complete IDC report)
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‘Smart Enterprise Architecture
Framework’ for
Digital Enterprises
By Wang Tao, ICT Planning and Consulting Department, Enterprise Business Group, Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

I

n 1984, John Zachman, then with IBM, proposed the Enterprise Architecture (EA) framework. Though now upgraded to Version 3.0, the core
‘5W1H’ (Who, What, Where, When, Why, and How) EA structure remains unchanged. At an atomic level, the EA framework focuses on
enabling the functions, processes, management rules, and Office Automation (OA) work to meet the requirements of IT-powered businesses.

The EA framework has given birth to a wide range of commercial
software platforms — such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Product

entire enterprise architecture. To do this, Huawei has introduced the Smart
Enterprise Architecture Framework (SEAF).

Lifecycle Management (PLM), Customer Relationship Management (CRM),
Enterprise Asset Management (EAM), Manufacturing Execution Systems

Building a Contextual Model

(MESs) — that are the backbone of modern business processes.

In the current sharing phase, organizations are focused on cloud computing,

To date, digital enterprises have evolved through three important phases:

the Internet of Things (IoT), and Big Data in a move towards digital

• The 1970s and 1980s were the era when mainframes were the most

transformation. This change is necessitating a shift in focus from digitizing

capable tools to handle complex computing tasks.
• The 1990s were the time of informatization, with the aim to solve

functions to a new model for capturing the behaviors and interactions
between people, things, and events.
To answer this question, Huawei has built a Smart Contextual Model

information processing and decision-making tasks for service management.
• The Internet era, phase three, came into full force at the beginning of
this century and is concerned with solving the cross-regional problems

and events using high-performance processing and full connectivity as key

encountered in eCommerce and communicating in multiple languages.

technologies.

United States, and China have launched the Industry 4.0, Industrial Internet,

•

and Made in China 2025 initiatives, respectively, signifying a new era of

events (business flows) and things (their use).

Through the first and second decades of the 21st century, Germany, the

global intelligence. The early stages of this period could be characterized as

Digitalization of People

• Informatization is mainly focused on the results of people’s operations on
• The behaviors of people include interactions with enterprise, virtual,

the sharing phase. The challenge of the sharing phase is to solve behavior

public, and private spaces. By focusing on individual behaviors in each of

digitization to enable smarter decision-making. The next, higher stage will

these different spaces, it is possible to capture a complete digital experience.

be the intelligence era — which will require us to reconsider and rebuild the

10

(SCM) with the core purpose of supporting the digitization of people, things,

• The behaviors of people who are members of an enterprise are
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Wang Tao

As organizations move toward digital
transformation they need to shift focus from the
digitalization of functions to the informatization of
behaviors.
expected to align with the governance, mission, culture, and capabilities of

making things smart and aware requires comprehensive models of all

that company. Digitization leadership means that the mindset and skills of

internal actions and external interactions.
• The mapping of behavioral relationships between people and things

managers must be captured and encoded. IDC, the research and analysis
company, has reached the conclusion that 33 percent of leadership-level staff

across time and space will achieve unprecedented levels of integration and

must be profiled accordingly.

collaboration. By using Big Data analytics, we expect to discover countless

Digitalization focuses on the actions and results of people in different
situations with the goal to analyzing peoples’ behaviors for improving
business processes to improve efficiency and create more value for the

educational, and healthcare outcomes.

•

Digitalization of Events

• Data enablement and the informatization of service functions are focused

enterprise.

•

dependencies that will be used to improve government, economic, social,

Digitalization of Things

on the results of value creation during business processes.

• The ability to manage ‘things’ relies on a combination of external
interactions and internal operating behaviors.

• With customers at the center, business organizations are restructured to
transform department-centric processes to role-based processes. The result

• 21st century Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) — including devices, tools,
and production and logistics equipment — are expected to digitize their

is the creation of value E2E through the connection of relationships between
people, locations, things, and time.
• Business processes are rearranged using a service-centric approach

internal operating behaviors and connect with the outside world. Therefore,

by moving toward automation and intelligence. Business process results
are analyzed in order to break data barriers and optimize E2E data sharing.
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Two key technologies are critical to complete all forthcoming SEAF
implementations:

•

Data Framework

• Enterprises and organizations must create a detailed framework for data
governance, to promote enterprise transformation and drive business-model,
management, product, and service innovations.
• Enterprise data is divided into structured and unstructured data.

Things

Unstructured data is further divided into repetitive and non-repetitive data.
The effective use of data for event handling and decision-making requires
architecture and relationships construction, behavior modeling, and smart
analysis.
• In different digitalization stages, models are divided into three
categories: 1) Entity relationship models meet the requirements to implement
the business logic for Online Transaction Processing (OLTP). Advanced
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frameworks must also include behavioral entities
as a part of the model. 2) Dimensional Fact
Models (DFMs) are necessary to support the
conceptual representation of the Data Warehouses
(DWs) used for smart business analysis. 3) Big
Data correlation models based on 4V features

SCM outlines a
comprehensive digitalization
methodology that leverages
all six domains of the original
EA framework plus three
more domains added by
Huawei. These nine domains
enable full connectivity and
digitalization. >>

organizational record and individual people’s
behavior.

•

Applications

Service applications are the natural result of
a complete business process architecture. The

(Volume, Variety, Velocity, and Veracity) are

purpose of applications is to abstract business

focused on the production and value-mining

activities into the smallest possible number

requirements that enable the unified modeling of

of functions and operations based on service

facts, dimensions, and behaviors.

•

Full-Connectivity Technologies

boundaries, data associations, security, and many
by Huawei: business processes, things, and

other factors.

Technologies that enable digitalization are divided

integration — for a total of nine domains.

into three categories: 1) Smart devices: Including

These domains enable full connectivity and

•

sensors, Customer Premises Equipment (CPE),

digitalization, and are summarized below in

constructed based on the inputs and outputs

IoT terminals, and other end-point technologies. 2)

contextual order.

of the business processes. Structured data

Data

In the informatization stage, data models are

switching and transmission facilities, and cloud

•

Business processes that create value are the

the interrelationships between reference data.

computing and storage facilities. 3) Software:

foundation for enterprise strategies. In turn, the

Dimensional models are built on business and

divided into 6 categories: embedded, edge

visualization of E2E service capabilities is the

management indicators, process performance

computing, business services, analytics, platform

operating mechanism of each business model

indicators, and other management and decision-

services, and resource layers.

design. Of course, there are also the core objects

making criteria.

ICT hardware: Including smart terminals, network

• White-box ICT hardware and software-

Business Processes

will include transactions, business rules, and

In the digitalization stage, the focus is on

of digitalization and informatization: business

defined hardware are indicative of two trends: 1)

processes must be customer-centric, role-based,

objects and their behavior for the purpose of

Software-Defined Everything (SDX) is inevitable.

and focused on service value and organizational

constructing models based on business behavior,

Software is the core of the digitalization era,

behavior.

peoples’ behavior, and the interactions between

including all forms of collection, transmission,

• Customer-centricity is a core philosophy that

things and things, and people and things.
Unstructured data (repetitive and non-

processing, and storage. 2) Software is the

fosters service-oriented cultures. The introduction

primary tool for solving many of the core

of service- and role-centric processes requires

repetitive) can be used to establish relationships

problems facing most enterprise processing

changing away from antiquated practices that

between people, things, and events. Big Data

platforms, including timeliness, accuracy, hands-

were most concerned with departments and

analytics can be used to cover scenario- and

off automation, intelligence, and volume.

functional entities.

behavior-specific trends and correlations in the

• Connectivity technologies must link people,

• Hierarchical and structured thinking establish

areas of customer churn, user loyalty, user habits,

things, and events. Connectivity has given birth to

a complete business process architecture.

disease monitoring, emotion analysis, claims,

the Internet, mobile Internet, the IoT, and finally

Responsibility mechanisms ensure that backbone

fraud, violations, location services, biometrics,

an Internet of People (IoP).

processes are simple and stable, and low-level

and many others.

SEAF

Streamlined backbone processes across the value

•

SCM outlines a comprehensive digitalization

chain achieve improved E2E efficiencies and

service applications, and data, among others,

methodology that leverages all six domains of

customer-to-customer integrations.

also involves vertical, horizontal, and E2E

processes are flexible and standards-compliant.

the original EA framework — applications, data,
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processes must support the ability to trace the

• Integrated business model processes provide

Integration

The integration of business processes,

integrations based on industry chains and

technology, time, people, and organizational

internal control, authorization, monitoring, and

smart manufacturing. Additionally, digital

motivation — plus three more domains added

other decision-making behaviors. Business

transformation calls for the integration of the

Features

models dedicated to the aggregation of data from
people, incidents, and things.

•

Technology

Considering the universality and scaling
characteristics of ICT technologies, it is important

Digitalization and informatization
technologies are key elements
for energizing business
change and transformation. IT
departments must work closely
with the business strategy
departments to promote
effective leadership. >>

Architecture Planning Guide
SEAF is an atomic-level framework
that defines the hierarchical components
and key elements within each domain.
Building smart enterprise architectures for

to plan and develop an Enterprise Technology

digital transformation benefit from design

Framework (ETF) to cover policies, architectural

methodologies such as The Open Group
Architecture Framework (TOGAF).

standards and specifications, Application

TOGAF-based High-Level Designs (HLDs)

Programming Interfaces (APIs), reference

include internal- and external-facing sensors,

models, and so on.

connectivity requirements, self-learning, and

include the following three aspects in order to

self-healing depending on the use-case for each

protect long-term investment, implement and

are best constructed to include networking,

type of device. Whether for machine-to-machine

operate transformation plans, and continuously

cloud computing and storage, and the IoT for

interconnection, or interaction with people, every

improve and optimize these plans:

heterogeneous integration and unified access to

thing on the network must be integrated with a

• Digital transformation strategy planning

application portals. At the same time, security

management application system for operations

includes organizational and operations planning,

platforms need be constructed based on cloud-

and control.

cloud, connectivity, and Big Data strategies.

Technology sharing platforms based on ETF

pipe-device and data components.
The integration of platform-based technologies

•

People

• Top-level designs for digital governance

Socially, people display different roles based

include overall enterprise strategies such as

is the foundation for the business strategies

on context and circumstance. In professional

vision, mission, first-order principles, market

necessary for fast responses to globalization.

environments, the organizations that adopt EA

position, organizational control processes,

•

Time

frameworks have to construct space-behavior

resource distribution, long-term investment, and

Time is a special case for digitalization and

models that define roles based on value creation

performance and incentive measures.

informatization, as IT applications manage time

and management control requirements. The

differently through each stage of the business

organizations that construct effective behavior

digital transformation, they must do the following

process.

analysis models benefit from efficient business

three things.

In the digitalization stage, Big Data analytics

processes and compliance with internal controls.
Role-based approaches optimize the

are used to track time stamps and value trends.
Business modeling based on inputs from people,

distribution of resources based on organizational

things, and events can be organized in time

structures.

In short, if enterprises want to complete their

First, transform the philosophy and ideology of
management. Management leaders must pioneer
and promote the benefits of digital transformation.
Second, management must employ TOGAF

Such modeling makes it possible to predict

•

upcoming events in order to innovate new business

enable revolutions in management, streamlining

processes and provide more refined services.

of business processes, and the acceleration of

digital transformation, including organization,

enterprise transformation. History proves that

capabilities, capital, and so on. Conduct plenty

track the time stamps of key service events. Key

digitization and informatization remain a top

of research and verification on the eve of

time points are tracked throughout the business

priority for enterprises and organizations that are

transformation, widely agree on and recognize

process in order to better manage the efficiency

committed to fulfilling their strategic visions.

digital transformation challenges, and prepare for

sequences to discover trends through analysis.

In the informatization stage, business processes

of creating and modifying products and services.

•

Things

Organizational Motivation

Digitalization and informatization continue to

Digitalization and informatization technologies

and HLD-based best practices to adhere to a good
implementation blueprint.
Third, prepare well for each aspect of

long-term investment and perseverance.▲

are key elements for energizing business change

In the R&D phase for designing intelligent things

and transformation. IT departments must work

Suggestions and comments from enterprise

a wide range of possible characteristics need

closely with the business strategy departments to

architecture experts regarding this article are

be taken into account. Behavioral models may

promote effective leadership.

welcome and encouraged.
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Special Report

All-Cloud Networks
Empower Digital
Transformation
By Kevin Hu, President, Switch and Enterprise Gateway Product Line, Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.
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Kevin Hu

Enterprises that offer better service experiences to users,
plus meeting innovation and security expectations, will
stand out in the digital transformation age. This coincides
with the Huawei value proposition for All-Cloud Networks.
Building All-Cloud Networks is the only way to create digital
enterprises.

T

oday, each enterprise operator needs to explore new ways to understand customer needs and develop uniquely competitive business
models. In the next ten years, information technologies and business models will continue to innovate and be upgraded. New
technologies, including virtual reality and augmented reality, and new business models based on sharing and social economies

are profoundly changing the Information and Communications Technology (ICT) industry, and having a great impact on the sustainable
development of enterprises. According to reports from the International Data Corporation (IDC), one-third of the top 20 enterprises and
organizations in each industry will suffer for lack of digitization over the next three to five years.
Enterprises are in a period of fast digital transformation and

Third, it needs agile innovation capabilities to adapt to rapidly changing

digitalization continues to expand into various industries. Given these

customer requirements and technological development trends. Fourth, it

situations, enterprises that embrace digitalization to a higher degree will

has a healthy ecosystem. In the digital era, no enterprise can stand alone;

have higher operation and production efficiencies. Digital transformation

instead, it has only two options: Either exist in an ecosystem or dominate

is changing the business landscape at unprecedented speeds. Traditional

it. Enterprises can seize more opportunities when they both integrate and

industries, such as manufacturing, aim to achieve industrial upgrades

dominate a healthy ecosystem. And last, it must operate intelligently. An

through digitalization. After the upgrades, the production efficiency of

enterprise can use Big Data analytics and AI technologies for automatic

these industries is expected to increase by 30 percent, and the product

and intelligent decision-making, as well as improve decision making

quality will be enhanced dozens of times over. Alongside digitalization,

efficiency and quality. As this new tide comes, enterprises that follow the

other new industries will emerge; and new markets will be created around

tide will flourish and those that go against it will not survive. To survive

Big Data, the Internet of Things (IoT), and Artificial Intelligence (AI). In

in this era of digitalization, enterprises must participate sooner rather than

addition, digitalization brings Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth.

later and build digital capabilities to transform into digital enterprises.

Boston Consulting Group (BCG) reports that Industry 4.0 will improve
Germany’s GDP by 1 percent and add 390,000 jobs over the next ten

All-Cloud Network Is the Only Way to Digital

years.

Transformation for Enterprises

For enterprises, digitalization is an important weapon, whether in fierce

To support digital transformation and business development, enterprises

competition with counterparts or facing challenges from cross-border

can build on-demand networks for providing self-services to businesses,

competitors. What kinds of enterprises can be called digital enterprises?

simpler management, Operation and Maintenance (O&M), and ensuring

At the Huawei Global Analyst Summit , rotating CEO Eric Xu said that

network security. For example, on a campus network, a large number

each digital enterprise should have five features. First, the enterprise must

of users access the network through Wi-Fi. Therefore, a large number

provide employees, partners, and customers with Real-time, On-demand,

of network devices are required. Hundreds or even thousands of

All-online, DIY, and Social (ROADS) user experiences. Second, it uses

Access Points (APs) are required to provide Wi-Fi coverage over the

socialized communication modes to fully motivate and enable employees.

entire campus. Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) planning and
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Digital
technologies —
including social
media, mobile
Internet, Big Data
analytics, and
cloud computing
— are more
powerful when
used together
rather than alone
to help enterprises
transform
their business
processes and
workflow. >>

optimization must be implemented before the deployment

fully connect machines with people, and data with

of these APs. In addition, radio signal calibration is

applications. The goal is to improve the efficiency

required based on user traffic and access locations. If

of delivering information to customers. Ubiquitous

these devices were to be managed and configured in the

network infrastructure is also required to reduce costs for

same way on traditional fixed networks, the management

enterprises in the digitalization process.

and configuration workloads would be huge. According

• Open cloud platforms are required. Clouds are

to Gartner reports, one of the challenges facing campus

used for resource planning and operations management

networks is that the Operating Expenditure (OPEX) is so

to improve efficiency. Open Application Programming

high, accounting for up to 73 percent of the total network

Interfaces (APIs) need to be provided to achieve fast

expense. As more content gets aggregated in data centers

innovation of applications and services. With digital

and clouds, network traffic increases. For example,

technologies and solutions, applications and services can

network traffic changes when the locations of a large

be developed quickly within short periods of time.
• Industrial applications adapted for social media

number of Wi-Fi access users change. To offer better user
experiences, networks need to be optimized, in advance,

must achieve information exchange among users,

based on the changed user traffic and access locations.

applications, terminals, and networks to bring greater

However, traditional manual network optimization

business benefits.

methods cannot accomplish this objective. Additionally,

In the future, enterprises that offer better service

enterprise networks become comprehensive networks that

experiences to users, plus meeting innovation and security

carry new services including office, production, video

expectations, will stand out in the digital transformation

surveillance, and IoT services, and access devices on the

age. This coincides with the Huawei value proposition

networks become complicated. How to quickly locate

for all-cloud networks. Building all-cloud networks is the

faults is also a challenge for maintenance personnel.

only way to create digital enterprises.

In traditional IT environments, cloud computing is used
to reduce costs and improve efficiency by centralizing

All-Cloud Network Solutions Reconstruct

resource management, maintenance, and manpower. For

Digital Enterprise Models

examples, government agencies use cloud-based network

Digital technologies — including social media, mobile

platforms to transform government functions and working

Internet, Big Data analytics, and cloud computing —

methods to provide efficient, standardized, high-quality

are more powerful when used together rather than alone

services. In the finance industry, cloud-based service

to help enterprises transform their business processes

platforms are used for Big Data modeling and analysis

and workflow. Huawei all-cloud network solutions

of online user behavior to improve decision-making

implement development and optimization based on these

efficiency and achieve fast innovation of personalized

technologies to reconstruct business models, enterprise

products and services. In the manufacturing industry,

ecosystems, and the network architectures of digital

IoT technologies are being used as a new approach

enterprises. The solutions change enterprises’ business

for preventive maintenance — not only to improve

and working models by using these technologies to create

working efficiency, but also to greatly reduce OPEX and

value for business operators.

optimize financial Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

All-cloud networks reconstruct business

models of enterprises

creating real benefits for digital enterprises, and secondly,

Enterprises that focus on creating new customer value

that enterprises have common network digitalization

propositions or changing their business models need

requirements. These requirements include:

to respond flexibly to rapidly changing customer

• Ubiquitous network access is required to
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These examples show that cloud-based networks are

requirements in order to achieve business model
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innovation. The most important ability of enterprises
undergoing a digital transition is to design and implement
new business models. Enterprises must continually
explore the best way to generate profitable revenues,
engage in business activities, and establish a presence
in new or existing industries. All-cloud networks have
brought great changes to traditional business models and

A cloud itself is
an ecosystem. No
single manufacturer
can provide users
with a complete
line of products
independently;
therefore, mutual
cooperation is a
must. >>

data values, rapidly respond to market changes, and seize
new business opportunities. Huawei CloudApp Platform
enables partners in the application sector to reach their full
potential while developing differentiated solutions to better
meet the needs of end users and build an all-cloud network
ecosystem.
A cloud itself is an ecosystem. No single manufacturer

allowed Managed Service Providers (MSPs) to operate

can provide users with a complete line of products

their own cloud management platforms. By leveraging

independently; therefore, mutual cooperation is a must.

Huawei public clouds or self-operated cloud management

In the ICT field, Huawei has always implemented the

platforms, MSPs can choose the business models

concepts of openness and cooperation with the aim

that are most appropriate for their own development.

to build an ecosystem with partners and customers

Such approaches release MSPs from depending on

that achieves win-win outcomes for everybody. Given

vendor platforms and help them transition from selling

the enormous market space, cloud networks require

devices to selling services to gain more benefits. Niu

upstream and downstream support from enterprises in the

Zenghui, General Manager of FreeWiFi8 said, “We are

industry that are committed to participate and promote

a professional Wi-Fi network construction and operation

the establishment of a sound ecosystem. Only in this

company. With the continuous expansion of businesses,

way can all-cloud network solutions be fully developed

we have encountered many tough issues during project

and smoothly implemented. Huawei has been active in

operations. For example, O&M is complex for Wi-Fi

promoting the development and expansion of the cloud

coverage in multiple business districts; transformation

network ecosystem. In one example, during CeBIT 2017

is urgently needed in Value-Added Service (VAS) fields,

in Hannover, Germany, Huawei announced a strategic

and business expansion is restricted because our services

partnership with Honeywell to collaborate on a smart

depend on enterprise leased lines. Our cooperation model
with Huawei is that Huawei provides basic services such
as online support, software subscriptions, and northbound
interfaces; and we offer services like network planning,
Managed Services (MSs), remote O&M, and VASs.
Huawei’s CloudCampus solution helps us reduce operating
costs and service support burdens, and accommodates the
increasing requirements for on-demand VASs.”

•

All-cloud networks reconstruct enterprise

ecosystems
In the three-layer architecture of Huawei’s all-cloud
network, social media applications that have been adapted
for industry are focused on customer services. Based on
the all-cloud network architecture, Huawei CloudApp
Platform offers enterprises and partners a complete
network environment for App development. Apart from the
support for new application development, the platform can
also rapidly integrate existing applications through APIs,
allowing enterprises to take full advantage of network
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building solution for use in large Smart City
projects. By adopting the latest technologies
for edge computing in IoT environments, the
collaborative solution between Huawei and
Honeywell aims to create more environmentally
friendly, secure, and efficient buildings.
Currently, Huawei’s all-cloud network
solutions have been widely applied in a

To date, Huawei has
successfully put network
cloudification into
commercial use for more
than 200 customers in over
50 countries and regions
worldwide, covering multiple
fields such as Internet,
finance, government,
healthcare, education, and
transportation. >>

from the perspectives of devices, networks,
services, and operations and ecosystem
management to allow for cloud-based network
management, hardware resource pooling,
automatic deployment, and unified policy control.
By constructing an all-cloud network, enterprises
can offer a Real-time, On-demand, All-online,
DIY, and Social (ROADS) experience to users.

variety of global sectors such as finance,
telecommunications, education, manufacturing,

Joint Innovation and Commercial

retail, IoT, and data center operations.

Projects with Global Customers

•

All-cloud networks reconstruct network
one-stop ICT integration services for Small and

the usage efficiency of network infrastructures

With the all-cloud network architecture,

Medium Enterprises (SMEs). The solution re-

to improve network management and reduce the

enterprise networks will be data center-centric.

architects enterprise interconnections using cloud

cost of empowering the digital transformation

Campuses, branches, and IoT networks achieve

technologies, and helps branch sites access the

of enterprises. By helping MSPs improve their

interconnection and interoperability based on

headquarter data centers rapidly at a low cost.

network infrastructure, the all-cloud solutions

a data center network. Through cloud-based

With the support of Software-Defined Networking

also enable business model innovation. Huawei

network management, enterprise networks enable

(SDN) and Network Functions Virtualization

continues to create an all-cloud network

rapid deployment of services and simple O&M

(NFV) technologies, the solution implements

ecosystem along with partners and offer users in

on the cloud. With the help of cloud-based Big

real-time deployment of network and security

various industries a ‘Whole Journey, All Digital’

Data analytics, enterprise networks can also

functions, ensuring enterprises offer an ‘Any

experience.

offer a large range of Software-as-a-Service

Service Online’ experience.

In the exploration of the all-cloud network,

By focusing on the digitalization of vertical

Huawei has proactively carried out many joint

commercially value-added network resources and

industries, the Huawei Edge Computing-Internet

innovation and commercial projects with global

data.

of Things (EC-IoT) solution adopts a cloud-based

customers and has accumulated extensive

SDN architecture, integrated with both cloud and

practical experience. As of 2016, Huawei

CloudCampus solution helps enterprises

edge computing technologies. The solution allows

teamed up with global enterprises and put a large

transition to cloud services. The solution enables

hundreds of millions of sensors to be centrally

number of network cloudification projects into

100 percent cloud-based management, full

managed over the cloud and services such as real-

commercial or trial commercial use, involving

lifecycle support, and all Wi-Fi access.

time decision-making and traffic compression

data center networks, enterprise campuses, and

to be processed locally. The EC-IoT solution

IoT networks. To date, Huawei has successfully

for service-centric cloud data center networks

is based on the unified management of mass

put network cloudification into commercial use

and better implements cloud-and-network

numbers of IoT gateways for rapid response and

for more than 200 customers in over 50 countries

synergy to support the efficient operation of

the local survival of IoT data at the network edge.

and regions worldwide, covering multiple fields

enterprise cloud services. In addition, the solution

Ubiquitous security solutions enable scenario-

such as Internet, finance, government, healthcare,

helps enterprises build open, agile, and efficient

and service-based security capabilities and

education, and transportation. Committed to the

cloud data centers to accommodate the growing

transform passive defenses to proactive defenses

concepts of openness, collaboration, and win-

demands of their cloud services.

through intelligent learning, while also ensuring

win outcomes, Huawei will continue to work

the security of data centers, campuses, branches,

with partners to build healthy cloud ecosystems

and IoT networks.

and provide solid support for the digital

(SaaS) applications, delivering fully open and

By virtue of cloud technologies, the Huawei

The Huawei CloudFabric solution is suitable

The Huawei CloudEPN solution is geared to
the Business-to-Business (B2B) service needs
of enterprises, with agile interconnection and
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Huawei’s all-cloud network solutions enhance

architectures

All-cloud networks upgrade basic networks

transformation of enterprises.▲
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Intelligent Network O&M in the
Era of Cloud Computing
By Sun Ronghua, Data Center Network O&M, Quality Process & IT Management Department, Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

S

ince beginning an internal cloud-based transformation in 2014, the Huawei private cloud has grown exponentially in scale, and corporate
users are spread across the globe. The range of available services has become more diversified and now includes office productivity,
eCommerce, technology development, and product testing. To achieve this current level of success, the number of network devices in

cloud data centers has had to increase by 50 percent every year — so that there are more than 20,000 network devices in over 10 data centers.
Every year, changes to Huawei’s internal network policies involve
approximately 500,000 lines of software code, not to mention heavy workloads

Building Intelligent O&M Platforms
Intelligent network O&M platforms have four targets:

in short periods of time to meet the demands to update data center migration and

• Locate faults within seconds

device replacement activities. In addition, more than 500 operational changes have

• Isolate faults and self-heal in minutes

been applied for version or patch upgrades, device replacement, configuration,

• Predict and optimize network quality

optimization, or emergency drills. How does a network O&M team of only 10

• Automate full O&M lifecycle

people deal with such an intense workload? And, in the era of cloud computing,

Huawei’s intelligent network O&M platform consists of three integrated

how does the company maintain a 99.999 percent level of IT system availability?

sub-systems: network monitoring, intelligent analysis, and automation. These
three components form a closed-loop O&M system that achieves the goal of

Cloud Data Center Network O&M
Modern cloud data center networks have developed to incorporate four primary

unattended operation, as illustrated in the framework below.
Intelligent network O&M platforms have the following features:

Networks are provisioned as services that allow users to scale resources up and

•

down on demand. By deploying networks automatically, it is a straightforward

of each other, as compared with the Huawei intelligent network platform

operation to originate and modify different clouds based on policies tailored

that serves as an open platform for enabling closed-loop automation —

to specific tenant requirements. The important technologies that separate

from adding and monitoring network devices to information collection and

the underlay from the overlay to make this level of automation possible are

analysis, alarm reporting, and fault self-healing.

characteristics: service-oriented, virtualized, automated, and intelligent.

Closed-loop automation

Traditional network O&M platforms provide many tools that are independent

(NFV). Resources are managed centrally and network intelligence is

•

visualized. Though the four characteristics make it possible for cloud services

exponentially. The result is an enormous jump in the amount of information

to be fast, flexible, and elastic, their development is unbalanced, in part because

that must be monitored. For instance, Huawei IT cloud data centers had

user-oriented features often take precedence over O&M-oriented ones. The

fewer than 40,000 network monitoring metrics in 2014; however, by 2017,

result is that SDN/NFV networks face great O&M challenges in the course of

this number has increased to over 10 million, bringing great challenges to the

the rapid transformation to cloud computing:

monitoring and collection system.

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Functions Virtualization

• Network device numbers are growing and O&M manpower is limited

Big Data

The number of network elements in cloud data centers is increasing

The depth, coverage, and frequency of network monitoring are also greatly

• Traditional O&M has low automation and relies on skilled personnel

improved, the collected information is more accurate, and the calculated

• Networks are increasingly complex, posing difficulties for availability

responses are more effective. Past monitoring systems were only focused on

• Limited breadth and depth of network alarms cause excessive alerts

key information, where today the goal is to collect as much information as

The closed-loop O&M capability guarantees availability, efficiency,

possible. It is proven that the more information collected, the more effective

service-level improvement, and customer cost reduction. The result is a

the monitoring and analysis. As an example, if the network traffic sampling

core competitive strength for Huawei in the market for cloud data center

frequency is changed from once every 300 seconds to once every 10 seconds,

networks as well as pointing to a future where network O&M is increasingly

the peak data rate will jump from 1.29 Gbit/s to 8.3 Gbit/s, or five times

automated, intelligent, and operates unattended.

greater than the original value. The benefit is that many previously hidden
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Cloud networks have introduced a new age of network
O&M. Huawei is meeting the challenges of this new age by
developing intelligent network platforms with automated
smart analysis for closed-loop systems.
problems will be discovered due to the extra effort.
Monitoring data is no longer isolated, and data from multiple collection

40 alarms were generated per day. Now exceeding 10 million parameters,
on the order of 10,000 alarms are generated per day. Correlation analysis

systems may be integrated for correlation analysis. In the past, Simple

has been determined to be the method of choice to track and manage these

Network Management Protocol (SNMP) and logs managed separately. In

growing data sets.

contrast, all monitoring data is now consolidated onto a single data platform
for analysis across multiple dimensions by time and device.

•

Intelligent analysis platform

• Fault analysis: The prerequisite to having a self-healing network is
automated fault analysis, and Big Data tools are making these automated
processes more effective. Using the layer-2 network loop as an example,

• Fault prediction: The function of traditional network management systems

Huawei has used expert system support to locate faults manually. In the old way,

is to monitor resources. The question is whether potential faults can be

when faults occurred, analysis tools were used to log-in to the failed device to

identified before they happen. Now, many Internet enterprises can predict

collect information. Due to the tools’ inability to recognize changes in network

disk faults, with prediction accuracy reaching 90 percent and higher. Areas

architecture and topology, the process was complicated, inefficient, and less than

for improvement include predicting the failure modes for consumable optical

accurate. Presently, by collecting the API information of all devices, network-

modules and gaining insight on ‘unpredictable’ service surges.

based tools are able to conduct complex statistical analysis over the layer-2

• Correlation analysis: When tracking fewer than 40,000 metrics, about

Fault location within seconds

Faults isolation and self-healing in minutes

network loop. Using this technique, faults are located in near real-time.

Predictable and optimizable network quality

Network automation platform
Physical network deployment kit

Network service provisioning kit

Network routine maintenance kit

Auxiliary troubleshooting kit

Network devices
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Full lifecycle O&M automation

Intelligent network analysis platform
Network resource visualization

Network topology visualization

Network quality visualization

Service status visualization

Application path visualization
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Fault impact visualization

Trend analysis

Fault prediction

Fault cause analysis

Precision alarms

ćć

Network monitoring platform
SNMP

SYSLOG／TRAP

DFI／DPI

Probe/Instrumentation
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• Service analysis: Cloud resource pools are deployed

deploying MySQL databases in cluster mode. The result is a

across multiple data centers. By using intelligent analysis

scalable tool architecture, and data instrumentation that can

on service and application processes, the traffic models of

be displayed and queried on a Web-based console. Backend

all Virtual Machines (VMs) will be revealed. The goal is to

data collection, SQL server maintenance, and data storage are

physically cluster application resources in order to conserve

performed on separate servers.
The Huawei network log system is built to collect device

network resources. Service analysis capabilities include
resource scheduling, security policy recommendations, and

logs on the live network in real time. The system monitors

application-association, service-impact, and fault analysis.

keywords, reports alarms, and preprocesses 15 million log
records every day. The application transforms the logs into

Huawei O&M Platform Practices

•

Network automation

structured data by extracting information such as time,
type, level, and keywords. The readability of the log files is

Network automation covers 22 O&M scenarios, including

enhanced by importing device and network information in the

policy configuration activities that frequently create high

Configuration Management Database (CMDB).

checks, power-off maintenance, and transition-to-production

•

acceptance). Internally, over Huawei’s corporate intranet,

cloud data center network has decreased from 10 per day in

firewall policies are adjusted more than 150,000 times every

2014 to 0.5 per day in 2017. This 20-fold improvement is

year. Fulfilling this workload using traditional O&M methods

due to the continued optimization of alarm thresholds based

would require the company to direct all technical labor

on Big Data analysis of historical alarms that have combined

resources to this single task. Following the deployment of

methods to reduce invalid alarms, including alarm filtering,

the automated O&M platform, large-scale interventions are

deduplication, and flapping control.

labor costs (i.e. addition, deletion, modification, health

no longer required at Huawei, and all policies are able to be
realized consistently, rationally, and in full compliance.
Automated tools for large numbers of devices is much different
in practice than using traditional scripts. Automation involves
device configuration plans that account for multiple scenarios

Intelligent network analysis

The number of actionable alarms generated by the Huawei

Statistics show the annual failure rate for optical modules
to be about 2 percent — the highest component loss in the
data center network. Packet losses suffered by faulty optical
modules incur a severe negative impact on services.
To solve this problem, Huawei closely monitors the metrics

to resolve known inefficiencies between programs and devices.

that affect the operating status of all optical components —

Using rules for automatic program decoupling, non-blocking

for which 80,000 pieces of run-time information are collected

sockets, and thread optimization and control, configuration

each day. By combining machine learning with time-series

provisioning of 10,000 devices can be finished in 20 minutes.

analysis, Huawei IT staff continually improving the detection

•

Network monitoring

Relying on the native capabilities of Cacti, the open-source,
Web-based network monitoring and graphing tool, a single

Key features
of Huawei’s
closed-loop
network
O&M system
include fault
location within
seconds, fault
isolation and
self-healing
in minutes,
network
quality that is
predictable and
optimized, and
full automation
over the O&M
lifecycle. >>

algorithms that predict component failure. Historical snapshots
are used as samples for further optimization.
Cloud networks have introduced a new age of network

server can monitor 300,000 metrics in five minutes —

O&M. Huawei continues to research O&M applications for

therefore, 30 servers are needed to monitor nearly 10 million

intelligent networks by developing automated smart analysis

metrics in the same period. Huawei optimized the Cacti

scenarios for closed-loop systems. Based on optimized

data storage and alarm algorithms to enable each server to

prediction routines, Huawei network O&M systems are built

monitor 2 million metrics. Ergo, only five servers are needed

to locate faults within seconds, and to isolate and self-heal

to monitor 10 million metrics. In addition, Huawei designed

those faults within minutes. Most important, for the customers

a loosely coupled master-slave architecture to share the load

who choose to adopt the intelligent network O&M platform,

of monitoring data collection. Further, Huawei ensures the

the automation system is built to operate across every

consistency and centralized distribution of data templates by

contingency throughout your solution lifecycle.▲
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CloudCampus Allows
Enterprises to Make More Money
By Jiao Bingyang, Marketing Manager, Switch Domain, Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

T

he price of new equipment is only the tip of the iceberg when it comes to total network costs. In fact, it is the Operating Expense (OPEX)
that typically accounts for the greatest percentage of overhead for enterprise campus networks, and therefore OPEX is the most critical
area to address for improvements in cost-effectiveness.

The value of modern networks has never been greater. Whether enterprise

one day, who in turn can manage dozens or even hundreds of sites. Reductions

smart offices or Big Data-based retail marketing, digital solutions rely on up-

in TCO can be significant. A 10,0000 store European retail chain reduced

to-date networks. Enterprise networks support the collection, transmission,

OPEX disbursements by 80 percent using the CloudCampus solution.

and data analysis for administrative, finance, marketing, human resources,
sales, and supply chain departments.
Networks are the very foundation for digital transformations that demand

Enterprises Save Money
The three-layer architecture used by the Huawei CloudCampus solution

more than simple product upgrades and platform replacements. Enterprises

features open connections based on Application Programming Interfaces

are best served by new campus network architectures that require smaller

(APIs) at the bottom layer, an open cloud management platform in the

investments and fewer specialists to run the network that result in Total Cost

middle layer, and an extensive collection of applications on the top layer.

of Ownership (TCO) reductions.

This solution is holistic in that it covers all aspects of enterprise activities,
from data collection, transmission, and analysis to upper-layer applications.

Huawei CloudCampus Solution

offer faster, more reliable connections between all combination of people

required Huawei to create an ecosystem alliance by attracting dozens of

and things. CloudCampus is the first cloud-managed solution to leverage

application partners from around the world, including Cloud4Wi of San

the standard YANG data modeling language developed by the NETMOD

Francisco and FreeWiFi8 from Beijing. The alliance provides solutions for

working group within IETF NETCONF. CloudCampus provides 20 types

vertical markets that include eCommerce, education, and healthcare. The

of APIs, including for network configuration; monitoring and maintenance;

alliance is dedicated to promoting the digital transformation of enterprises by

authentication and authorization; wireless positioning; and user behavior

enabling enterprises to generate more money over and through their networks.

analysis. Open interfaces enable quick interconnection with upper-layer

The Huawei CloudCampus solution covers the entire lifecycle of network
planning, installation, O&M, and upgrades. The architecture allows remote,
centralized, and automated management of multi-branch networks. A
CloudCampus network can be provisioned and deployed by a single person in
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Compared to traditional network platforms, CloudCampus solutions

Adopting an Internet-oriented approach for the CloudCampus solution

applications from multiple partners. The result is Huawei’s ability to offer
CloudCampus platforms as end-to-end business solutions.
In shopping mall or supermarket scenarios, CloudCampus offers a user
profile analysis function. Retailers can use Wi-Fi-sourced customer flow
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The Huawei CloudCampus solution solves network issues
for enterprise users, as well as providing a transformation
platform for partners.
analysis to guide marketing activities and push online advertisements

synchronize the results onto a mobile device App automatically. Compared

according to opt-in user preferences. These functions have been

to traditional manual solutions that rely heavily on specialized engineers, the

demonstrated to achieve a measured increase in customer revisit rates of over

Huawei solution increases efficiency by over 35 percent.

60 percent.
Similarly, hotels can use data analysis to deliver personalized guest

• Installation and deployment: The Huawei CloudCampus management
platform is a plug-and-play experience that supports template-based pre-

services. In both cases, the network functions have been designed to increase

configuration of devices. Before devices are installed, administrators can

customer satisfaction and build business success.

remotely complete service configurations for the site. Installers need only

The Huawei Electronic Shelf Label (ESL) is a CloudCampus application

use a mobile phone App to scan each device for registration onto the cloud

to replace traditional paper price tags, including the ability to update prices,

management platform. After all devices are installed and powered on, they

promotions, and place of origin in real time. Labor costs can be reduced by

proactively connect with the cloud platform to complete the necessary

50 percent. Merchants that deploy the IoT/Wi-Fi Convergence solution can

service configurations from the cloud. This automation eliminates on-site

operate single networks for both ESL and general Wi-Fi use — reducing the

manual commissioning tasks and dramatically accelerates network rollout.

cost of separate Wi-Fi and IoT networks by at least 30 percent.
In addition to conducting routine classroom management with custom

• O&M: Once online, administrators use a visualized Geographic
Information System (GIS) interface to maintain the devices from a central

modules, CloudApp has the ability to unify network management and

location. Automatic troubleshooting tools reduce costs by remotely locating

service applications onto a single platform. Electronic classroom modules

basic faults. For example, the resource allocation for troubleshooting labor in

for interactive teaching and student management enable schools to manage

a retail environment using a traditional approach was 0.5 person-days/year/

attendance, online behavior, and student health. They can also monitor

store and, following the deployment of a CloudCampus platform, resource

security by placing terminals in strategic campus locations.

allocation fell by 75 percent to only 0.125 person-days/year/store.

The centralized, multi-tenant CloudCampus manager enables traditional

• Network PMI: Using cloud-based Project Management Institute (PMI)

channel partners to quickly transform into Managed Service Providers

tools, enterprises can query the status of large, distributed networks (+10,000

(MSPs). Through the cloud management platform, MSPs can provide

end-points) in minutes. The CloudCampus automated inspection increases

multiple enterprises with managed services on their networks. CloudCampus-

PMI efficiency by 90 percent.

based Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) alliances can offer small and midsize
enterprises a variety of upper-layer applications, such as Office Automation
(OA) and attendance tracking, to improve enterprises’ customer experience
and service competitiveness, and provide the basis for digital transformation.

• App-assisted O&M: The CloudCampus O&M App provides IT
technicians remote access to control network conditions 24 hours a day.
The Huawei CloudCampus solution provides a full set of cloud
management products for WLAN devices, switches, and firewalls. To protect
prior investments, enterprises may freely switch between cloud and local

Resolve Network Issues
The innovative Huawei CloudCampus solution reduces O&M costs by

device protocols, such as SNMP and Telnet.
In the future, campus networks will provide a range of services far beyond

simplifying the network management lifecycle, including planning, installation,

office automation and Internet access by leveraging cloud, Big Data, and

O&M, troubleshooting, and Preventive Maintenance Inspection (PMI). Cloud-

IoT technologies. Huawei CloudCampus networks are optimized to collect,

integrated automation tools help reduce OPEX in the following ways:

transmit, manage, and analyze enormous amounts of day-to-day data, and to

• Network planning: Wi-Fi planning tools are integrated into the cloud
platform with the capability to plot wireless Access Point (AP) positions and

share the data with open cloud applications that unleash the true potential of
business information.▲
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CloudEPN for On-Demand
Enterprise Leased Lines
By Zhu Huaqi, Marketing Manager, Enterprise Gateway Domain and Sheng Cheng, Architect, CloudEPN Solution, Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

E

nterprises need replacements for complex, expensive leased lines, and a versatile alternative is now available using cloud technologies,
virtualized functions, and automated Operations & Maintenance (O&M). Reliable connectivity between enterprise branches and
Application Service Providers is now more important than ever before.

Traditional enterprise networks consist of campuses, branches, and Data

Traditional enterprise WANs do not meet the requirements expected

Centers (DCs), all of which are interconnected by an enterprise WAN. To

by on-demand cloud services, but enterprises can use cloud technology

ensure the network quality of the WAN, enterprises generally use carrier

to implement fast provisioning and on-demand deployment of network

leased lines provisioned with Multiprotocol Label Switching Virtual Private

services. Enterprises can also use Network Functions Virtualization (NFV)

Networks (MPLS VPNs). However, leased line services are complicated, time

and Software-Defined Networking (SDN) technologies on their WANs. NFV

consuming to manage, and expensive. In addition, enterprises often establish

allows enterprises to virtualize a variety of dedicated network devices and

DCs to run their own critical applications and IT information assets. One result

run the virtualized devices using general-purpose Virtual Machines (VMs) or

of closed network architectures is the low efficiency of service provisioning.

container technologies. This network virtualization ensures fast, on-demand
service provisioning. SDN manages and configures southbound physical

Cloud for WAN Transformation

networks to meet the requirements of northbound applications.

Cloud computing technology offers a way to open and transform the
enterprise network architecture, with on-demand self-provisioned services;

Cloud-based Leased Lines

broad network access; dynamic resource pools; quick, flexible scaling; and

Huawei’s CloudEPN (Enterprise Private Network) solution leverages cloud,

measurable services. With this technology, the infrastructure provisioning

NFV, and SDN technologies to provide a versatile alternative to traditional leased

required by enterprise IT applications is more agile. Cloud technology

lines. The CloudEPN architecture includes layers for network connections, a

transforms infrastructure provisioning from a static planning process to

cloud management platform, and applications.

a dynamic process based on on-demand resource allocation that enable
enterprises to better support core services and deal with market competition.
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The network connection layer includes virtualized and physical CustomerPremises Equipment (CPE) and firewalls. These devices support physical
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Enterprise Private Networks (EPNs) based on cloud
technology can provide on-demand connections to meet
today’s need for service innovation.
interconnection between Network Elements (NEs) on enterprise tenant and DC sides.
The cloud management platform leverages Huawei’s Agile Controller,

VAS, an integrated architecture of the fat or thin CPE with multiple virtual
NFV services replaces the conventional networking approach that requires

which provides control and configuration functions for CPE and DC hardware.

multiple VAS physical machines. This virtualization greatly improves service

This system enables E2E cross-overlay and WAN controller orchestration,

provisioning efficiency. In contrast, centralized VASs are deployed in a Point

including control of tenant resources on the enterprise and cloud sides and

of Presence (PoP) equipment room or centralized carrier DC and serve as

coordinating CPE and NFV NEs. Tenant and operator control commands are

telecom cloud services to drive the deployment of NFV services.

translated for the Agile Controller and then issued to each device.
The application layer provides a unified graphical interface for tenant and

CloudEPN can significantly reduce enterprise bandwidth costs by using
flexible link binding. The solution assists enterprises in combining links

carrier administrators, and supports self-service customization of CloudEPN

such as 3G/LTE, MPLS leased lines, and xDSL. CloudEPN makes full use

services. To maintain openness, the southbound and northbound interface

of cost-effective Internet links to increase WAN bandwidth and supports the

interconnections between each layer use open protocols such as RESTful

most types of CPE interfaces in the industry. These interfaces include LTE,

and NETCONF.

3G, DSL, Passive Optical Networking (PON), and hybrid access interfaces.

The CloudEPN solution is available in two versions. The SD-WAN

To further improve versatility, CloudEPN implements application-

version is a straightforward use of SDN and cloud technology to replace

driven link selection — a capability that helps ensure the performance of

traditional leased lines. The CloudVPN, virtual private network version,

key services. Traffic bursts on traditional leased lines sometimes cause

offers a more extensive package of Value-Added Services (VASs).

congestion that decreases the performance of services such as video
conferencing. CloudEPN’s application-based smart traffic scheduling

CloudEPN Benefits

provides differentiated network services to ensure Quality of Service (QoS)

Using Huawei’s CloudEPN solution enables fast service deployment, reduced

for key applications. If a link fails or is unstable, applications using the link

bandwidth costs, versatile link management, and simplified cloud-based O&M.

can flexibly switch to other links to improve QoS.

For fast service deployment, enterprises can take advantage of on-demand

One other CloudEPN advantage is cloud-based O&M that greatly

VASs to handle tasks such as applying for network connections, determining

simplifies network maintenance. Traditionally, technical personnel must

bandwidth adjustment policies, and configuring cloud video or voice

visit a site to set up and maintain leased line services. This requirement has

conference call resources. Users simply order or reserve the required services

become a burden for enterprises that have many branch offices. CloudEPN

on an eCommerce-style service platform, and the system automatically

provides visualized management of applications and links. Information

itemizes and delivers the service requirements. The carrier of the service

about devices and applications across the entire network are displayed on a

platform can approve the order within 15 minutes and ready the devices

Geographic Information System (GIS) map, so that centralized maintenance

for delivery. When the devices arrive, non-technical personnel can connect

technicians can easily see fault locations. This and other tools enable remote

network cables and power-on the devices. Scanning the devices’ Equipment

network maintenance and management, freeing technical personal from on-

Serial Numbers (ESNs) with a smartphone or using email-based deployment

site maintenance and greatly reducing maintenance expense.

can then implement automatic registration and cloud-based configuration. In
this process, technical personnel do not need to visit the site.

Huawei’s CloudEPN solution aims to provide agile, on-demand
interconnection services for enterprises to meet service innovation

VASs can be distributed or centralized. For example, distributed VASs

requirements. The solution provides cost-effective, value-added connectivity

include NFV services such as virtual firewalls and virtual WAN acceleration

between campuses, branches, and DCs, as well as between third-party public

that are remotely deployed as required on fat or thin CPEs. In this type of

clouds and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) clouds.▲
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EC-IoT:
An Open IoT Architecture
By Fan Lingqiang, IoT Network Architect, Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

A

t Interop 1990, Internet pioneers John Romkey and Simon Hackett connected a Sunbeam Deluxe toaster to the global TCP/IP network
using a Simple Networking Management Protocol Management Information Base (SNMP MIB) to control the power switch. In doing
so, they produced the world’s first piece of ‘Internet bread.’ At Interop 1991, Romkey and Hackett added a robot that picked up a slice

of bread and dropped it into the toaster, automating the system from end-to-end. This was the world’s first Internet of Things (IoT) application.
The ‘Internet toaster’ is an example of a basic three-layer IoT architecture:

Since 2012, the United States, Germany, and China have proposed their

source of IoT data. The middle connectivity layer exists to provide services

respective long-term plans to introduce IT technology to the industrial sector,

such as network access and data transmission to the device. And, the top

namely, the Industrial Internet, Industry 4.0, and Made in China 2025. These

applications layer implements processing, storage, analysis, and presentation

strategies use IoT for connecting hundreds of billions of devices and sensors

in addition to service support and operations management.

to networks. The resulting connectivity will allow the exchange of data and

Through the early 2000s, the IoT advanced on connectivity issues with no
significant changes at the application layer. Disparate, proprietary solutions
led to expensive systems and the types of fragmentation that can occur when
technologies are trapped in restricted vertical markets.
The emergence of cloud computing has especially impacted the

information between machines, and between machines and people.
The IoT development architects at Huawei have identified a number of
challenges with the basic cloud-device system topology:
• Timeliness: Round-trip latencies from the edge sensor to the cloud
processor and back often exceed the millisecond and microsecond response

application layer. A wide range of cloud products integrated with the latest

times required for process control, analysis, and/or decision-making

ICT technologies are now providing a diverse range of services. A key driver

functions at many industrial and commercial sites.

for this new generation of IoT products is the significantly lower cost for
application development, deployment, and operational support. Additional
benefits include shorter service provisioning times and less need for highly
skilled technicians. IoT applications have become both simpler and more
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efficient.

device, connectivity, and application. The device layer, at the bottom, is the

• Security: Unprotected data between edge devices and cloud processing
centers leave trade secrets vulnerable to hackers.
• Reliability: Production processes and control instructions depend on
highly reliable data that risk being disrupted over long service chains.
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Edge Computing-IoT shifts networks from cost
centers to business value centers to provide a
powerful engine for promoting the capacity for the
IoT to implement hundreds of billions of connections.
• Congestion: Large numbers of IoT nodes may generate enormous

• Dynamic loading of edge services

amounts of data that can introduce congestion over network data links and in

• API exposure to basic device capabilities

processing queues. The delay, jitter, and data loss caused by the congestion

• Heterogeneous access and real-time interactions with IoT terminals

create negative impacts on industrial efficiency.
• Cost: Higher operating expenses are incurred if all processing and
storage of edge-device inputs is transferred to cloud data centers.

Built on Huawei’s Agile Controller and open edge gateways, the EC-IoT
solution enables large numbers of IoT gateways to trade comparatively low
computing performance for the benefit of the local processing, storage, and
communications needed to mediate between terminal connections and cloud

IoT System Architecture

data centers. The EC-IoT solution helps shift networks from cost centers to

Not a new concept, edge computing deploys time-, security-, and reliability-

business value centers with the following characteristics:

physically sited near sensors and data sources. This deployment strategy allows

•

for captured or generated data to be processed and analyzed in the shortest

applications for simple meter collection and analysis are best deployed from

time and over the smallest distance. Edge computing platforms enable local

a cloud data center. However, in the domain of industrial process control,

data aggregation and storage to reduce network congestion and lower cost.

applications must operate in on-site gateways to resolve the necessary levels

sensitive applications onto network edge nodes (such as gateways) that are

Application-centric

Each industry has unique requirements for its IoT applications. For example,

Edge computing has the following five key benefits:

of real-time analysis and control policy association for the collected data. In

• Large numbers of sensor and terminal connections at network edges

complex manufacturing scenarios, different application services should be

• Support for time-sensitive services with microsecond responses from

deployed onto corresponding local gateways, enterprise data centers, cloud

network edge gateways

platforms, and smart terminals, and configured to work collaboratively.

• Data aggregation eliminates fragmented data, shields noise, and allows
processed data to be uploaded on demand
• Intelligent analysis at the network edge gateways enables flexible service
adjustment and automated Operations and Maintenance (O&M) processing
• Deep protection of private security zones provides an end-to-end, fieldspecific, and customizable protection mechanism for equipment, networks,
and data
Edge computing supplements cloud computing. Application functions

A key feature of the EC-IoT environment is the ability to deploy different
types of applications based on specific service requirements. Further, the IoT
platform provides full lifecycle management and real-time monitoring of
network-wide activation status, and health, data collection, and convergence
ratios. Collectively, these functions play a pivotal role in optimizing end-user
services.

•

Open platform

EC-IoT uses various Virtual Machines (VMs), containers, and other machine

need to be decoupled in a service-oriented manner based on specific service

constructions based on x86/ARM processors running the Linux operating

scenarios, and be deployed in a dynamic and distributed fashion between

system. This platform allows users to run open-source applications that

cloud and edge nodes to achieve an optimal balance between costs and user

decouple the development of their operating environments at minimal cost.

experience.
The Huawei Edge Computing-IoT (EC-IoT) solution uses Software-

EC-IoT abstracts the capabilities of edge devices via Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) for network interfaces, data collection and

Defined Networking (SDN) to manage large numbers of IoT network

storage, message subscriptions and releases, and local policy engines. Third-

devices to achieve the following:

party middleware can be integrated with network devices to provide IoT

• Isolation of edge gateway computing, storage, and I/O resources

application services through a shared bus. The Huawei EC-IoT solution
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Because the ECIoT horizontally
decouples the vertical
IoT architecture,
the IoT network
infrastructure is
unbound from the
cloud platform. The
result opens the
entire industry for
the greatest number
of users by reducing
upfront investments
and O&M costs for
EC-IoT customers. >>

leverages these features onto a general platform that
enables the rapid development of customer-specific
applications.

•

Network-as-a-Service (NaaS)

Compared with the Internet, the types of IoT terminals is
much more diverse. Adding up to tens and hundreds of
billions of sensors, terminals, communication modules,
SIM cards, IoT gateways, and management nodes,
the network management and security tools used for
the Internet do not fulfill requirements for such huge
numbers of IoT connections and nodes.

reconstructed as services are extended into other markets
or facilities.
With the growing sophistication of the cloud
computing industry, IoT platform services can be
selected based on the ability of the providers to offer
more choices — and lowering the barriers to entry for
new IoT customers based on the growing use of cloud
migration tools.
EC-IoT gateways isolate the management of end-point
network connections from the cloud service applications,
which allow users to select cloud services by themselves
without having to know or understand the technical

The core competitiveness of the IoT industry relies
on fast service innovation and comprehensive user

details of connectivity. Because the EC-IoT horizontally

experiences. Providers that invest in the necessary levels

decouples the vertical IoT architecture, the IoT network

of service development and operational support expect

infrastructure is unbound from the cloud platform. The

that the rewards will far outweigh the costs.

result opens the entire industry for the greatest number of
users by reducing upfront investments and O&M costs.

Advanced Ecosystem

The Edge Computing Consortium (ECC) was

Based on the architecture, EC-IoT data plane connections

established in Beijing, China in November 2016 as

are selectable for specific services. The same service may

a joint initiative by Huawei Technologies, Shenyang

assigned to use different data connections based on the

Institute of Automation of Chinese Academy of Sciences,

Service Level Agreements (SLAs) of different customers.

China Academy of Information and Communications

Further, IoT data connections can be upgraded or

Technology (CAICT), Intel Corporation, ARM, and
iSoftStone. As of 2017, ECC has over 100 members.
EC-IoT has entered service for the electric power

IoT Business Applications

industry to support the long-term evolution of electricity

App Stores

distribution. In the retail sector, EC-IoT platforms are
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innovating the operating models of chain stores and
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powered production initiatives. For industry, EC-IoT is
converging ICT and Operational Technology (OT) to
achieve predictive device maintenance. For warehouse
logistics, smart homes, and cold chains for food security,
EC-IoT is a popular and innovative technical investment.
An increasing number of EC-IoT applications are being
proven in testbeds and commercial use. In summary, EC-

x86/ARM
I/O

agriculture and stockbreeding, EC-IoT is enabling ITEC-IoT
Security
Framework

Linux/RTOS

I/O

is accelerating the platforms for security surveillance,

Analysis Platform

SDN Platform

Access and
Router

vending machines. For urban development, EC-IoT

Application
Services

I/O

IoT is a powerful engine for realizing the goal for the
IoT to enable the connectivity for hundreds of billions of

Huawei EC-IoT framework
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networked devices.▲
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CloudDCI: A Cloud Network
between Data Centers
By He Hanlin, Marketing Manager, Enterprise Network Router Domain, Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

E

nterprises are moving towards cloud-based solutions in their digital transformation endeavors. In the near future, it is
expected that over 80 percent of businesses will be deployed on the cloud, and cloud data centers are becoming the focal
point for network traffic. The skyrocketing growth of 4K video, Virtual Reality (VR), and other bandwidth-intensive Internet

applications continues to generate increasing amounts of traffic, which imposes tremendous challenges for the networks between data
centers. Additionally, the digital transformation across all industries is further accelerating the need to upgrade traditional enterprise data
centers to cloud solutions.
Due to these and other obvious issues, including the high cost

Data Center Connectivity

of traditional leased lines and slow response times, enterprises

The Huawei CloudDCI solution is designed to help customers

have begun to build and sometimes operate their own Data Center

build high-speed, energy-saving cloud DCI networks that create the

Interconnect (DCI) networks. The changing network traffic models for

foundation for long-term expansion of enterprise cloud services. In

large Internet operators have caused east-west traffic to soar, and the

addition to accelerating service provisioning and making networks

port speeds of data center servers to increase by three times within just

dynamically controllable, adopting the CloudDCI solution with 400G

five years.

fast interconnections reduces both Capital Expenditures (CAPEX)

Collectively, the conditions in the marketplace indicate the
inevitability that DCI networks will be rearchitected.

and Operating Expenses (OPEX). Industry-leading energy efficiency
— with power consumption as low as 0.4 Watts per gram (W/g)
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euNetworks, a European provider of bandwidth
infrastructure services, has deployed the Huawei
CloudDCI solution to support enterprises with
agile and open features for quick business
innovation and cloud transformation fulfillment.
— and best-in-class hardware integration meet the latest physical

The CloudDCI solution is capable of lossless transmission at up to

requirements for data center equipment rooms. The innovative

2,000 km and has been designed to support incremental bandwidth

CloudDCI devices have been built to work with the Huawei Agile

growth for the next four to ten years. Together, these benefits serve to

Controller to provide customers with all-cloud DCI networks capable

protect the customer’s investment for years to come.

of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) to achieve non-blocking data
migration and interconnection.
Traditional Internet Data Centers (IDCs) face network challenges

Large enterprises usually have multiple branch offices that are spread

when transitioning to cloud data centers. Cloud data centers have

geographically, and often these branches will have their own data

changed the requirements for network latency and bandwidth. Servers

centers. Transaction-rich services such as large-scale gaming and

are now typically counted in 10,000 unit blocks, storage requirements

stock trading across data centers are especially sensitive to bandwidth

are routinely calculated in exabytes, and traffic volumes have tripled

restrictions and latency delays. In the case of the finance industry,

in size over the last five years. In other words, cloud services have

reducing latency by even one-millisecond has the potential to increase

radically changed both the computing and traffic models of IDCs.

revenue by USD 100 million. Other low latency services (< 10

Traditional north-south traffic flows through data centers have given

milliseconds) include synchronous processing across data centers, live

way to increasing east-west flows between cloud data centers. In

Virtual Machine (VM) migration, backups, and Disaster Recovery

response to this trend, DCI networks are using non-blocking and low

(DR).

latency techniques to handle the increased volume of east-west traffic.

Proactive measures to lower DCI network latencies include

Bandwidth availability is the top consideration for DCI network

building flat, full-mesh, single-hop architectures and physically

design and construction.

isolating system services using hard pipes. A flat network design

The growth of enterprise network traffic goes hand-in-hand with
the need to process orders of magnitude more data, which in turn

permits Layer 3 signaling to the edges.
Traffic between data centers occurs in irregular bursts, for

has necessitated building larger, distributed cloud data centers.

example, the Single’s Day online shopping spree on November 11

Increasing numbers of optical fiber connections and new patterns

in China every year. Random migrations between cloud data centers

of peak network traffic require wider network pipes for traffic

can also easily cause traffic uncertainties. The result in both cases

buffering.

is unbalanced network traffic: Some links become congested, and

One example is a supermarket chain that is operating more than
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Intelligent, Flat DCI Network

link utilization averages are not high. Traditional traffic engineering

ten data centers nationally, and where the greatest distance between

approaches do not solve the problems of sudden congestion because

two data centers is over 1,000 kilometers. The connectivity between

they are usually based upon old traffic predictions that do not map

these data centers must be high-speed and highly reliable. Huawei

to the current situation. The goal of traffic optimization technologies

proposed its future-proof CloudDCI solution to implement a 400G

is to monitor network-wide traffic patterns and allocate bandwidth

DCI interconnect that eliminated legacy bandwidth bottlenecks and

resources in real-time to load balance the links. For instance, by

reduced the number of optical fiber pairs (from 10,000) by 50 percent.

increasing the bandwidth utilization rate from 25 to 50 percent, the

Special Report

optimization technology will adjust multiple factors
that effect latency to improve the user experience.
The Huawei Agile Controller is used to manage the
entire DCI network. On-demand service provisioning
and cloud-based network migration are achieved in
order to respond flexibly to fast changing DCI services.
Using the Agile Controller, the provisioning cycle for
end-to-end services is accelerated from approximately
one month to as few as thirty minutes. Additionally,

The Huawei Agile
Controller is used to
manage the entire DCI
network. On-demand
service provisioning
and cloud-based
network migration are
achieved in order to
respond flexibly to fastchanging DCI services.
>>

data center at Qiandao Lake in the Zhejiang Province
of eastern China. The data center is cooled with water
piped directly from the lake, which saves tens of
millions of kilowatt hours of energy annually. The
Facebook Lulea data center in northern Sweden is just
dozens of miles south of the Arctic Circle and was put
together with the expectation of low operating costs
and energy-rich resources in anticipation of easy and
convenient capacity expansion.

a rich variety of northbound interfaces (such as CLI,

The Huawei CloudDCI solution is a best-in-class,

SNMP, NETCONF, and YANG) allow enterprises to

integrated hardware platform with an energy efficiency

quickly integrate the Huawei DCI solution with their

specification that — as low as 0.4 W/g — is half

IT systems.

the industry average. With the adoption of patented
technologies such as floating radiators and carbon

Security and Energy Savings

nanotube thermal pads, the CloudDCI solution delivers

For enterprise cloud infrastructures, security is always

improved heat dissipation of large-capacity line cards

a crucial topic. No matter if an enterprise has built its

and lower power consumption. The result is a dramatic

own private cloud or adopted a public cloud, the IT

reduction of customer operating costs. CloudDCI is a

leadership will be concerned whether the cloud DCI

400G Wave-Division Multiplexing (WDM) platform

networks are less secure than traditional DCI networks.

that includes high-density 4T router line cards that save

Issues related to security include unified applications,

nearly 50 percent of valuable customer floorspace.

data isolation, and application authorization. By using

An old Chinese proverb says: “If you want to get

techniques such as encrypted transmission, Storage-

rich, build a road.” Similarly, if industry players want

Area Network (SAN) authentication, multi-dimensional

to accelerate digital transformation, they need to

anti-attack protection, complex authorization, and

build future-proof network infrastructures. As cloud

dedicated physical hard pipes, Huawei’s CloudDCI

computing architectures expand, the industry trend is to

solution provides industrial-grade, strong encryption

build smart cloud DCI networks that feature cloud-and-

for data protection.

network synergy, large capacities, flat and intelligent

Cloud data computing platforms located between

meshes, resilient security, and high energy efficiency. At

manufacturing plants and warehouses also need

CeBIT 2017 , Huawei and London-based euNetworks

substantial computing and storage resources that

announced their collaboration to create a smart, flat

occupy great amounts of floor space and tend to

Cloud DCI solution. With agile and open features, the

require sizeable energy budgets. Enterprises, Internet

integrated CloudDCI solution helps enterprises and

companies, and Internet Service Providers (ISPs) all

service providers innovate quickly and carry out cloud

require their data center platforms to be high density

transformation for optimal business potential.

and highly efficient, with large resource capacities and
low costs.
The Tianjin Data Center for Chinese Internet giant

As a leading global ICT solutions provider, Huawei
is dedicated to customer-centric innovations and
constantly explores the path forward for network

Tencent is built to house approximately 200,000 servers

development. Huawei strives to build healthy,

with a Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) specification

sustainable industry ecosystems with global partners

as low as 1.29. Aliyun, the cloud division of Chinese

to deliver value for customers worldwide and create a

eCommerce giant Alibaba has commissioned a new

better connected world for the future.▲
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Trends in
Cloud Security Services
By Lu Kunlun, Senior Strategy Manager, Security Solutions, Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

W

ith the rapid development of cloud migration, wireless access, and the Internet of Things (IoT), the numbers of services and assets
that enterprises must protect are quickly increasing and traditional security products are challenged to meet a changing set of
requirements.

While Software-Defined Wide Area Networks (SD-WANs) reduce the

basis and apply for appropriate resources as specific threats develop. This

time needed to interconnect services at enterprise branches from a month

advantage eliminates the need for large, upfront investments. Second,

to minutes, implementing the security measures for these interconnections

users can configure services at any time on a unified portal that allows for

continues to be labor intensive. Further, as enterprises provide access at

deployment in minutes or even seconds. Third, cloud services ensure the

all times to mobile employees working around the world, how will these

consistent fulfillment of security policies, as it is no longer necessary to

enterprises ensure that the employees are covered under a uniform security

perform configurations repeatedly on different devices. Fourth, cloud service

policy from wherever they access the company intranet?

providers can update security capabilities in a timely manner to implement

The stakes are high, as demonstrated by the WannaCry ransomware that

services such as threat detection and vulnerability discovery to protect

wreaked havoc across the globe in May 2017. Three hundred thousand

against the latest threats without requiring users to upgrade local security

users were affected in more than 150 countries, incurring as much as USD 8

devices. Finally, the cloud approach provides significantly higher reliability

billion in damages. New Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) and ransomware

than independent security devices, offering SLA guarantees as high as

attacks emerge every few months that prompt security professionals to ask

99.999 percent.

what measures are necessary to keep up with these changing threats.

The advantages of cloud security services are still evolving, and the cloud
services of the future are expected to become increasingly integrated.

Cloud Security Services Are the Answer
Cloud-based security is not a new concept. Indeed, cloud security services

Cloud Security Services Become More Agile

for Web and email are already a mature industry, and the size of the cloud-

In the early stages of development, cloud security services mainly moved

based Distributed Denial of Services (DDoS) mitigation market is quickly

security functions to the cloud to be provisioned as services.

approaching that of traditional anti-DDoS devices.
Cloud security services have distinct advantages over traditional
security devices. First, users can provision cloud services on an as-needed
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Initially, security devices were only loosely coupled to customer services.
In the example of Web security gateways, traditional hardware devices were
deployed at enterprise egresses. When internal employees accessed websites
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The next phase of cloud security will see the consolidation
of services, and in the following phase, these consolidated
solutions will be deeply integrated with users’ core services.
on the Internet, these devices provided authentication, Web filtering, and

circuits to interconnect with headquarters are needed to access the enterprise

visualization of SSL-encrypted flows.

intranet. SD-WANs are gradually replacing dedicated lines and Internet

In contrast, security services for Web access deployed in the cloud use a

service for branches. The goal is to deeply integrate cloud security service

proxy or similar method to redirect Web traffic from users into the cloud for

packages with SD-WAN cloud services to form an all-in-one solution. In

processing. Early cloud security services offered little innovation in terms of

this scenario, SD-WANs provide dynamic route selection for branch service

capability — they simply made use of the cloud for convenient provisioning,

traffic, and also bring additional, application-specific bandwidth.

elastic scaling, and service distribution. These first cloud security services

Optimally, cloud security services are deployed at the same time as

merely deployed security devices in the cloud and provided them as services,

SD-WAN services, Connections between branch offices and enterprise

a substantial number of customers were attracted. But, in an environment

headquarters are usually made over leased lines so that branch users can

where the rate and sophistication of attacks continues to increase, it is clear

access applications such as ERP and CRM on the headquarters intranet.

that enterprise requirements have not been completely solved.

Depending on service requirements, the SD-WAN will reuse part of the

Only ubiquitous services can ensure an overall effective security solution.
If any part of a system is unprotected, attacks will surely enter through those
vulnerabilities to threaten the entire system.
Web security for enterprise branches is essential. Branches require a long
list of security services that include email, isolation, antivirus, protections
against data leakage, mobile security, as well as keeping an audit trail.

bandwidth on the Internet access link that is bound to the leased line to run
basic security services such as VPN encryption and access control.
Using the Internet connection, branch employees typically access external
websites, such as search engines, news websites, and external email. Cloud
security must therefore include Web and email security gateway services.
Additionally, branch employees may connect to a public cloud to access

It is expected that these services will be modified over time to meet the

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) products, such as Office 365, storage, or the

changing scale of enterprise branches and the nature of their threat traffic.

commercial Web. To ensure security, a Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB)

The requirement for continuous updates greatly increases management

must be deployed on these connections. Traffic generated by interactions

complexity. In fact, compared with the ease of deploying a multi-function

with public cloud services is normally encrypted over HTTPS or a similar

Next-Generation Firewall (NGFW) at the egress gateway, first-generation

method, and standard firewalls are unable to process that traffic. However,

cloud services were neither simple nor efficient.

CASBs can use APIs or proxies to mediate all interactions between users
and the public cloud. CASBs apply the appropriate protocols to implement

Consolidated, and Deeply Integrated
For cloud security services to mitigate the difficulties faced by Chief

functions such as web security, access control, and data leak prevention.
The security cloud services described here — VPN, Web and email

Information Security Officers (CISOs) and IT administrators, the technology

security, and CASB — can be provisioned, billed, scheduled, and managed

needs to develop through two stages. First, services need be consolidated;

along with the SDN. All-cloud architectures make elastic scaling possible

and portals, billing systems, and management methods unified for

for security services operating concurrently with the SD-WAN.

enterprise use. Second, the pain points mentioned in the previous section

Many solutions similar to integrated SD-WAN and cloud security

need be addressed: Cloud security services become deeply integrated with

services will emerge in the near future. These types of products and services

enterprise core services so that cloud security services can be provisioned

are designed to meet essential enterprise needs and represent the forward

simultaneously with the enterprise services they protect.

direction of cloud security service development. At present, Huawei provides

To see how this approach can be implemented, consider an enterprise with
multiple branch offices. When new branch offices are opened, dedicated

a wide variety of cloud security services and is working with its partners
toward the rapid and healthy development of the security industry.▲
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SDN: Driving Cloud Networks
By Yin Yuanbin, SDN Controller Solutions Architect, Network Product Line, Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

A

s our society becomes ever more information driven, there is a general trend toward digital transformation in all sectors and
convergence across industries. The next five to ten years is a critical period for the digital transformation of traditional industries
that are compelled to promote service innovation and growth. It is very clear that traditional network architectures are no longer

able to support the development of contemporary services. The creation of agile, intelligent, and open cloud networks is essential to meet the
requirements of the intelligent digital industries of the immediate future — and Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is the key to implementing
the cloud networks needed for industrial growth.

Agile, Intelligent Open Networks

wide to enable intelligent planning, provisioning, resource scheduling,

device has an independent on-board control plane. In other words, there is

and Operations and Maintenance (O&M) without the need for manual

no centralized controller on a legacy network. Administrators provisioned

interaction. For example, carriers must increase bandwidth utilization on

network services through the command-line interface or a network

network links to reduce costs; and enterprises must be able to configure and

management system that communicated with each device individually. With

modify user security policies for mobile office scenarios in real time, based

the advent of SDN technology, based on off-board, networked control, it is

on changes to user locations and roles.

evident that traditional network architectures are no longer able to satisfy

• Openness: Networks must have fully open capabilities and provide

today’s requirements for the rapid deployment of new services for the Internet

programming interfaces so that network applications can be quickly

and cloud computing. It is simply not possible for a traditional architecture

updated to match the latest service requirements. This is necessary to

to keep up with the rates of development expected by enterprises and

support rapid service innovations. For example, carriers must update their

telecommunication carriers. A truth of the modern age is that both carriers

service packages based on customer preferences and competitive offerings;

and enterprises require SDNs that are agile, intelligent, and open.

these can include bandwidth or traffic-priority modifications within a

• Agility: Networks must be able to integrate and provision new services
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• Intelligence: Flexible scheduling must be implemented network-

Traditional networks use a distributed architecture in which each network

service package.

to shorten the time-to-market for launch. For example, in the past it would

A new network architecture was needed to meet the needs of agile,

take months for a carrier to provision a leased-line service to an enterprise

intelligent open networks and SDN is the best choice currently accepted

site. Deployment times are now reduced to hours and sometimes even

by the ICT industry. SDN architectures include five components (from

minutes. Providers of public cloud services must offer fast, on-demand

upper level to lower): SDN network applications, northbound interface,

provisioning of many types of cloud services to remain competitive and

SDN controller, southbound interface, and the SDN data plane for packet

accommodate customer requirements.

switching.
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Agile, intelligent open cloud networks are essential to meet
the requirements of the intelligent, digital industries of the
future. SDN is the engine to implement cloud networks and
propel their development.
applications that will be developed to meet specific, customized service

The SDN architecture is divided into three layers: application, control,

requirements.

and forwarding. The core of the architecture is the control plane where
the controller is the ‘brain’ of the network. The controller provides many
levels of programmable capabilities to network applications. In addition, the

Use Case 1: Cloud Data Center Networks

controller converts the network services received from the upper layers into

SDN was originally developed and brought into commercial use for Data

terms understandable by network devices.

Center Networks (DCNs). Data centers consist of storage, computing,

Through southbound interfaces, the controller unifies the configuration,

and network resources. The network resources enable interconnection

management, and control of the SDN data plane and provides the services

among computing and storage resources, and the Internet. With the rapid

requested by network applications. When required by services, the

development of cloud services and mobile applications, data center servers

application layer invokes the northbound interface of the controller, and

have become massive in scale and, as a result, much more difficult to operate

through the southbound interface, configures the data plane to fulfill the

and maintain. Most critically for the business prospects of all stakeholders,

assigned service functions. The forwarding layer is populated with the actual

data centers must support the rapid deployment of new, innovative services;

network devices that carry out the configuration instructions for routes and

for example, cloud data centers must be able to deploy new tenant networks

flow tables as delivered by the controller through its southbound interfaces.

within several minutes.

An expansive future is ahead for industry, as there are multitudes of SDN

To solve such challenges, DCNs must offer management and O&M

SDN Network Applications
App 1

App 2

App 3

ć

App n

Northbound interface

SDN Controller
Southbound interface
Network
device
Network
device

SDN Data Plane
Network
device

Network
device

Network
device

Basic SDN architecture
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Huawei is
committed to
perfecting its
SDN-based
solutions,
advancing
network
cloudification,
and providing
its customers
with agile and
efficient open
networks. >>

capabilities that are agile, open, and centralized. SDN

Customer Premises Equipment (CPEs) at the enterprise

technology has been designed to provide exactly these

egress and offers the following:

capabilities. In particular, the Huawei CloudFabric solution

• Agility: CPE plug-and-play is supported, including

has been developed specifically to enable SDN-based data

email, USB, and DHCP. Network connections among branch

center networks. The Huawei solution offers the following

offices, or between branch offices and headquarters can be

benefits:

automatically provisioned. Full-mesh and star topologies are

• Agility: Tenant networks can be automatically

supported, and enterprises can provision new branch office

provisioned, and tenants can orchestrate their own value-

connections in real time. In addition, all enterprise gateways

added services.

are operated, managed, and maintained by the controller.

• Intelligence: Service, logical, and physical network

• Intelligence: Paths can be selected automatically based

topologies are automatically interconnected. The service

on quality requirements by application and the actual quality

paths between Virtual Machines (VMs) are automatically

of the link. Services are provided over the most economical

detected; access switches and interfaces are automatically

paths possible.

found based on the IP and MAC addresses of VMs.
• Openness: VMware vCenter, Microsoft System
Center, and other major cloud platforms are supported.
An interoperability framework for third-party value-added
services provides quick interconnection.

• Openness: The controller has open northbound interfaces
to interconnect with customer service systems.
The CloudEPN SD-WAN solution has the following
advantages over traditional offerings:
• On-demand service provisioning: The CloudEPN

These capabilities help CloudFabric-based data center

controller provides value-added services as well as common

networks accommodate the future development of many

network connection services. The controller enables the real-

varied services.

time provisioning of enterprise services, including node
addition, public cloud access, firewalls, and anti-Distributed

Use Case 2: Enterprise Network Interconnections
Traditionally, interconnections between the branch offices of

Denial of Services (anti-DDoS) security protection.
• Reduces enterprise cost: The CloudEPN controller

an enterprise relied on dedicated network devices on enterprise

can automatically select connections that meet the quality

premises and leased-lines provided by carriers. One downside

requirements of applications, and therefore provide services

is that leased-line services were and remain expensive, and

through the most cost-efficient connections possible. In

enterprises constantly need to add interconnect bandwidth to

addition, the SD-WAN controller allows the centralized

guarantee application performance. These factors resulted in

management of WAN edge devices, which reduces O&M

enterprises incurring high interconnection costs. The rise of

costs.

cloud computing and mobile office capabilities has brought
major changes to enterprise application deployment, including

Working toward Intelligent Networks

the gradual migration of applications to public clouds and

Since inception, the goals of SDN have been to make

the introduction of an increasing number of Software-as-a-

networks more agile, intelligent, and open — the very

Service applications. The result is that the requirements for

characteristics that are most essential to cloud networks.

enterprise network connectivity have become exceedingly

Huawei uses SDN to create cloud solutions such as

complex. Traditional passive interconnections cannot meet

CloudFabric, CloudEPN, and CloudCampus, and will

the dynamic needs of enterprise applications because old

continue to innovate DCNs by focusing on real-world

school deployment methods rely on skilled network engineers

customer scenarios. Huawei is committed to perfecting its

who need too much time to complete their assignments.

SDN-based solutions, advancing network cloudification,

The Huawei CloudEPN solution uses SDN to alleviate
these problems. The SD-WAN controller interfaces with
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and providing its customers with agile and efficient open
networks.▲
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Driving Digital Transformation
with the Enterprise Network
By Ian Foo, Director, Product Marketing & Branding, Network Product Line, Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

T

he case for enterprise digital transformation is hardly debatable. The business world has changed more in the last decade, due to
technology, than in any other period since the industrial revolution. Over this short time, new machinery fundamentally changed business
processes and the production of goods was streamlined by transforming manufacturing into a highly automated, more efficient system.

The increasing sophistication of television advertising helped reinforce connections between businesses and consumers. Additionally, nearuniversal telephone service and routine international air travel created other pathways for connecting businesses worldwide. We have witnessed
the dawn of a new era of business transformation that has changed the world. The businesses that understood the power of these new tools seized
the opportunity to dominate their competition and become modern powerhouses in their respective markets. History is rife with examples of oncestrong competitors that were slow to adapt and quickly became little more than markers of the past.
Over the last ten years it has become ever more obvious that technology

platforms, such as Augmented Reality (AR), Artificial Intelligence (AI),

is growing to the point of creating another industrial revolution. The tools

machine learning, Virtual Reality (VR), location services, and the Internet of

and capabilities emerging from the technology space are poised to further

Things (IoT). The question we need to ask is not whether a business should

streamline and connect industrial processes beyond current standards. More

understand these disruptors and find ways to use them, but rather, what

recently, new advances in technology show the potential to dramatically

is the cost of not doing so? Even worse, what are the costs if competitors

provide advantages to those that learn how to harness them to evolve their

find enlightenment before they do? These tools (or their absence) have the

products, elevate their services, improve their processes, and better connect

potential to trigger ‘extinction events’ for many businesses, across many

with their customers. As has happened in the past, within the next two decades

industries. Just as in nature, those that do not evolve fast enough will perish.

respected industry leaders, including present-day Fortune 100 companies, are
likely to falter or disappear because of their inability to adapt to a changing

The Digitally Transformed Enterprise

competitive landscape and hyper-connected customer environment.

A pool of emerging technologies, if properly leveraged into applications and

Let’s look at the current field of relevant advanced technology tools and

services within the enterprise, have the potential to dramatically enhance
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Fast, easy, and more efficient technology exploration,
application development, data access, data analysis,
communications, and implementation leads to better
decisions by both businesses and their customers.
business responsiveness, product development, customer support, and

technologies to the data that surrounds us, waiting to be mined, processed,

customer reach. At the core of most business processes is data and the ability

analyzed, and interpreted. Many enterprises across a multitude of verticals,

to make decisions based on fast access to adequate, relevant information.

such as retail, healthcare, manufacturing, and energy, have already started the

This transcends the provider side that creates and sells products and services

journey to leverage these tools as drivers of competitive advantage.

as well as the consumer side where products or services are purchased.

AI, AR, Big Data, machine learning, the IoT, and location services are

Consumers use data to decide what and when to buy. Businesses use data in

leading us into a world of data abundance — and the ability to groom and

the process of deciding how to adjust to market dynamics, meet customer

manipulate it for relevance and clarity. However, these new technologies

demands, and streamline internal capabilities to increase efficiency for higher

will create services that, in themselves, bring new challenges to enterprise

profitability. In all cases, the more high quality, relevant data insight that is

IT. These include how to incorporate technologies into applications, how

provided, the faster and more accurately decisions can be made. However,

quickly new applications can be developed and tested to use these services

there are caveats about how this data is best processed:

effectively, and how quickly we can roll out enhanced capabilities into

• Data not directly relevant to decision-making becomes ‘noise’ and
adversely affects the outcome of the process.

production for use by knowledge workers. When you add these layers, the
challenges often seem never-ending, even insurmountable: 1) Underlying

• Too much data is difficult for humans to parse and understand. This

technical requirements of transporting and pooling data securely, quickly,

blurs the visibility of the potential value buried within the data, and affects

and reliably between endpoints. 2) Systems for processing that data. The

the clarity of the process.

key to making progress in the journey of digital transformation is to create

This is where the new generation of technology tools comes into play.

the right foundational IT environment that is conducive to the exploration,

Data gathering and collection platforms, such as the IoT and location

development, and rollout of new technologies in the enterprise, while

services, provide exponentially increasing volumes of data that, if understood

minimizing risks and costs. This is entirely possible.

and visualized correctly, will shed deep predictive insight on the behavior
patterns of technical systems and customers.
Imagine obtaining more wide-reaching and deeper visibility into customer

The desire to pursue digital transformation of the enterprise begs the

preferences, interests, spending patterns, and trends before your competitors do,

question, ‘What is the right enterprise IT environment to help nurture the

or even before your customers realize it. This capability can greatly enhance

development, use, and rollout of new technology capabilities in order to

a business’s ability to connect with their customer base and market, and lead

make the transformation successful?’ The simple answer is that in order

to increased customer satisfaction and superior customer experiences — all

for an enterprise IT environment to support business-class data transport,

of which are clear competitive advantages. Again, imagine being able to gain

integration, access, and security, it should provide the following capabilities:

insight and clear, logical, algorithmic visibility into today’s complex business
systems and processes, or the machinery that implements some of those
processes, to gain proactive intelligence on improved methods, inefficiencies,
or pending failures. This capability can greatly enhance a business’s
operational efficiency, maximize productivity, and reduce errors and waste —
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The Network as a Digital Transformation Enabler

• Agility: Quick deployment of IT resources for development, test, and
production
• Visibility: Improving reactive and proactive insight into end-to-end
baseline and abnormal operating states
• Ease of use: Simplified interfaces for complex management

leading to better product and service innovation, quality, and reliability. These

environments, thus enabling more effective configuration, policy

are all real possibilities, attainable by correctly applying the portfolio of new

deployment, and maintenance

Focus

• Security: Consistent application of security policies to
IT elements regardless of time, location, or method of access
• Open integration: Providing an open-source platform
on which to develop and deliver services and applications
that require improved network data insight
From an enterprise network perspective, all of these
goals can be addressed with modern cloud-driven solutions.
Huawei’s All-Cloud Network architecture provides this by
delivering a network solutions platform that enables:
• Ubiquitous policy and intent-driven connectivity
optimized for reliability and end-user experience

By feeding data
into enterprise
analytics
and social
applications,
CloudCampus
can add deeper
perspective
into enterprise
business
intelligence,
process visibility,
and decision
making. >>

digital transformation benefits in other areas of the
enterprise network outside of the data center, like the
enterprise Wide Area Network (WAN). Huawei’s Cloud
Enterprise Private Network (CloudEPN) solution helps
enterprises meet the complex needs of modern enterprise
hybrid WANs while minimizing WAN operating costs. The
CloudEPN solution leverages the benefits of simplified,
flexible Software-Defined WAN (SD-WAN) edge platforms
and cloud-based management. The formerly complex
multiple-step processes of network service requests,
purchasing, provisioning, configuration, and services

• An open, integrated, and enhanced platform that can

deployment are reduced to a simplified process of six

access network data and insight and be used in advanced

steps or less by IT personnel. The solution effectively

analytics for Business Intelligence (BI) and social media

transforms the legacy branch access router into a service

applications

and application-delivery platform by allowing easier

• A secure end-to-end network environment capable of

deployment of multiple connectivity options, edge-based

preserving policy intent regardless of physical location,

WAN services, and application level integration. In this

method of network access, endpoint type, or application

manner, the enterprise WAN can be transformed from a

Some examples of how Huawei’s All-Cloud Network
solution benefits the enterprise network are found in the
data centers where Huawei’s Agile Controller provides

simple transport into a platform for intelligently optimized
connectivity, deeper insight, and consistent security.
Similarly, Huawei’s CloudCampus solution brings

a platform for automation and integration. The All-

the advantages of an All-Cloud Network architecture

Cloud Network solution provides application mapping

to reap similar benefits in the rapid deployment of new

requirements to the network as well as integration access

services, applications, and policies on the network edge

to network telemetry and statistical data to be harnessed by

of the internal LAN access. The open, integrated nature

enterprise analytics and social applications.

of Huawei’s CloudCampus, driven by Huawei’s Agile

The resulting automation link between applications and

Controller for enterprise campuses, also provides the

production networks can reduce deployment cycles for

platform for integrated access to network and location

new IT resources, workloads, or microservices by reducing

data, telemetry, and state that can significantly enhance a

provisioning and change times from hours or days to minutes.

digital transformation journey with advanced analytics.

The network data and information made accessible through the

By feeding data into network-based analytics platforms,

open integration can be used by intelligent analytical systems

CloudCampus can provide intelligent operations and

such as Huawei’s FabricInsight to provide machine learning

maintenance capabilities. By feeding data into enterprise

and AI-based network fault resolution, predictive maintenance,

analytics and social applications, CloudCampus can add

and advanced adaptive security capabilities.

deeper perspective into enterprise business intelligence,

By leveraging the benefits of a multi-layered cloud
architecture to gain deeper insight, make better decisions,

process visibility, and decision making.
All of these combine to provide the platform necessary to

and connect with their customers, CloudFabric helps

support a transformative enterprise environment. Enabling

enterprises around the globe employ their data centers to be

faster, easier, and more efficient internal technology

more competitive and successful in their respective markets

exploration, application development, data analysis, data

across industry verticals.

access, communications, and implementation leads to better

Huawei’s All Cloud Network architecture also provides

decision making by both businesses and their customers.▲
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How Digital Transformation
Brings the Ultimate Retail
Experience to Consumers
By Ajay Gupta, Director, Product Marketing, Network Product Line, Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

D

igital transformation has profoundly changed the way we conduct business today, and its impact is more visible in the retail sector
than in any other vertical industry sector. As a society, we are becoming much more experience-centric, as opposed to user-centric,
as evidenced by the retail markets. It is clear that digital transformation in retail is no longer an option but a competitive necessity.

The earlier that companies begin to digitalize their operations, processes, and products, the higher their chances for survival. This article
discusses some of the trends, challenges, and technologies needed in the retail industry for a successful digital transformation.
According to IDC, retail drivers include technology-centric
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capital and profoundly changing the retail industry. By 2018, 30 percent

transformation, new funding models that accelerate disruption and

of major retailers are predicted to adopt an omnichannel, digital B2B2C

innovation, increased use of artificial intelligence for analytics, and

commerce platform to improve customer experience, process efficiency,

machine-to-machine learning. It is predicted that by 2019, digital

and inventory management. The impact of these trends is already proven

transformation investments will triple, drawing funds away from store

by online retailer Amazon. Amazon has become the fourth most valuable

Focus

Ajay Gupta

The expectation of customers, especially the millennial
generation, is to have a consistent experience, no matter the
channel. As one analyst put it, it is no longer about ‘bricks
versus clicks,’ it is about ‘bricks and clicks.’
company in the world by market capitalization, and the Echo, a voice-

a store, which illustrates these new ways of interacting. The major

activated speaker powered by an artificially intelligent assistant called

challenge for retailers is to develop a strategy that spans these multiple

Alexa, combined with Amazon’s cloud computing business, is pushing

channels. Given current legacy IT infrastructures and their limitations,

the company’s stock to a near all-time high. This is in sharp contrast

operations are currently siloed, but the expectation of customers,

to companies like Eastman Kodak, which invented the first digital

especially Millennials, is to have a consistent experience, no matter

camera in 1975. Kodak failed to embrace the inevitability of the digital

the channel. As one analyst put it, it is no longer about ‘bricks versus

revolution and did not transform early enough to a new business model.

clicks,’ it is about ‘bricks and clicks.’ Retailers today need technologies
that can transform the entire shopping experience into unique,

Big Data and Other Retail Trends

personalized customer experiences that blur the boundaries between the

One of the most exciting trends for retailers is the use of Big Data.

digital and physical presence of each store.

Retailers have considerable access to collections of data that can be
harnessed to their advantage to predict customer behaviors, perform

Scalability and Security

customer analytics, and personalize customer experiences with the

Probably the most important digital transformation feature for

goal of soliciting loyalty in the form of individualized offers, unique

retailers is the ability to scale elastically to meet seasonal demands.

marketing messages, and timely promotions. In other words, precision

Pizza Hut could not suddenly reach USD 12 million in digital sales

marketing. A case in point is Huawei’s partner, Cloud4Wi, providers of

on Super Bowl Sunday without having built flexibility into their

the Volare family of guest Wi-Fi platforms.

compute and storage operations. This level of resource planning

The Cloud4Wi solutions help retailers to not only drive revenues,

necessitates the inclusion of a public or private cloud to fulfill

but also inspire loyalty and build strong customer relationships in ways

their digital transformation strategy. In fact, IDC states, “No major

never before possible. As more and more in-store shoppers go online,

digital transformation initiatives are even possible in a scaled up

retailers that use platforms like those offered by Cloud4Wi are taking

implementation without the cloud as the foundation.” The cloud not

great steps toward digital transformation. Geolocation targeting makes

only offers flexibility, but also helps save money, given the reduced IT

retailer messaging more relevant and can be used to help build brand

footprint and lower cost of maintenance.

advocates. This can also create additional revenue opportunities by

Underpinning every digital transformation is a security framework.

monetizing advertisements in the wireless stream. Retailers can add

How do customers develop trust after they have gone through such

applications that provide individualized customer support for everything

debacles as the data breaches at Sears, Target, and many others? At

from navigating the parking lot to in-store guides that are designed to

Target, as many as 40 million credit and debit card accounts may have

increase loyalty and sales.

been compromised, with an additional 70 million people affected by the

Another major trend that we find across retail is development of

theft of key customer information, including names, phone numbers,

multiple channels. Just having a brick and mortar store is not enough, as

and home and email addresses. There is no doubt that security is one

online stores are moving into brick-and-mortar and traditional physical

of the most important aspects that must be addressed by retailers.

stores are moving online. It was reported by Deloitte that nearly two-

Current best practices include two-step authentication, end-to-end

thirds of customers engage with a retailer on-line before going to

data encryption, and adherence to PCI-DSS certifications for handling
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Huawei’s AllCloud Network
architecture
provides retailers
with the tools to
become digital
enterprises:
ubiquitous
connectivity,
an open cloud
platform, and an
industry-specific
applications
framework. >>

payment cards. Services and products should not only be

faster to end consumers. By offering ‘all-in-one cabinet’

secure in design but also must be ethical and trustworthy

solutions, many services can be consolidated with unified

at every stage of the customer journey. A layered approach

management and shorter deployment cycles.

can defend against more sophisticated attacks associated

developed an All-Cloud Network architecture to provide

like the Internet of Things (IoT), mobile, and wearables.

retailers with the tools to become digital enterprises:
ubiquitous connectivity, an open cloud platform, and an

Stable Technologies and Huawei Solutions

industry-specific applications framework, retailers can

Another factor that turns off many people at shopping

offer a Real-time, On-demand, All-online, DIY, Social

malls is a poor Wi-Fi experience in a high-density

(ROADS) experience. Other Huawei solutions, such as

environment. If a customer cannot get to the retailer’s

CloudCampus, can help reduce OPEX for retailers by

website within seconds, they may not try again. This could

over 80 percent. All-wireless access solutions are designed

not only result in potential losses in revenue but also the

to bring a consistent, ultimate experience to densely

loss of loyal customers over the long term. Studies have

populated shopping malls and similar indoor scenarios.

shown that it costs more to find a new share of the wallet

Huawei’s Wi-Fi solutions support Bluetooth, ZigBee, and

than to retain an existing customer. Retailers and shopping

RFID, as well as bringing value-added applications to the

malls need to ensure that their networking infrastructures

fold using open APIs to enrich the entire ecosystem and

do not suffer from issues that include poor access point

supply chain.

performance or signal interference.

A large, German-based global discount supermarket

Retailers need to simplify some of their branch

chain that operates more than 10,000 stores across Europe

operations using technologies like Software-Defined

— and is now beginning to enter the United States market

WAN (SD-WAN). By implementing SD-WAN, retailers

— is in the process of digitalizing its operations with the

are able to control policies from headquarters for optimal

Huawei CloudCampus solution. Using CloudCampus,

application delivery and resource efficiency throughout

the grocer is seeking to consolidate multiple scenarios

the network. SD-WAN applications offer network

from automatic inventory management, self-service

visibility with actionable analytics and the ability to

checkout, and mobile payment support to virtual fitting

control network granularity to achieve the best possible

rooms, smart shopping carts, and indoor navigation. In the

performance. With this efficiency comes cost savings,

area of inventory management alone, they are expecting

especially when compared to the use of very expensive

to improve efficiency by more than 25 percent — a

MPLS lines by retailers.

tremendous savings given the scale of their operation.

It is clear that ICT technologies within the retail

Huawei solutions are helping the retailer engage with

industry are fundamentally reshaping the entire sector

customers throughout the shopping experience, enhancing

by bringing together various stakeholders in ways not

customer loyalty and ultimately improving the chain’s

previously seen. By connecting manufacturers, retailers,

brand awareness.

and consumers, digital technologies are creating change
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To support digital transformation, Huawei has

with the exposures created through the use of technologies

Retailers need to embrace digital transformation sooner

across the entire retail landscape. An ICT infrastructure

rather than later, as it is not just about efficiencies but

can bring business agility and reliability by having

also potential revenue opportunities. CIOs must look

3G/4G/Wi-Fi deliver the same experience across any

at the various initiatives and explore the appropriate

communication channel. The introduction of Radio-

digital options for their operations and embrace them. A

Frequency Identification (RFID) and other forms of

‘digital first’ strategy helps retailers navigate the business

electronic tags, plus emerging technologies like 3D

transformation waters smoothly to address customer needs

printing, are helping create new services quicker and

in the new digital society.▲
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Cloud Networks and the
Sharing Economy
By Sang Hongyu and Liu Lifeng, Network Marketing, Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

T

he Internet-based sharing economy — exemplified by services such as ride-sharing, bike-sharing, and (in China) even basketball-sharing
— gains ideal support from cloud technologies. After all, the cloud is all about sharing resources. Taking advantage of growth in the
cloud resource market, sharing-economy companies have access to easily expandable networks that deliver the high performance needed

to manage complex business ventures.
Sharing companies have grown especially quickly in China, where huge

skyrocketed from 22 million to 100 million, and daily bookings reportedly

amounts of capital have been invested in sharing startups. The growth rate

saw a 15-fold increase from approximately 350,000 to 5.2 million. In 2015,

of companies such as Didi Chuxing and Mobike is far outpacing the pace of

Didi Dache and Kuaidi Dache merged into what is now Didi Chuxing. It

traditional Internet companies.

took the company only 3.5 years to increase its daily bookings to over 10

Didi Chuxing grew out of Didi Dache, a Chinese taxi-hailing App
operator that was established in 2012. In 2014, the company integrated its

million. In contrast, Taobao, a Chinese online shopping website similar to
eBay, took eight years to reach this figure.

service with the WeChat online messaging system of Chinese Internet giant
Tencent. Didi Dache offered a cash discount for both passengers and taxi

Sharing Economy Grows with the Cloud

drivers over a period of 77 days. During this time, Didi Dache’s user base

Sharing-economy companies such as Didi Chuxing began as small startups,
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The Huawei CloudFabric and CloudDCI solutions help
Internet companies build elastic, automated, high-bandwidth
networks that unleash the potential of the sharing economy.
and as they expanded their business into more

efficiency. Didi Chuxing has aggregated driver

to support relatively small sharing-economy

regions their networks enlarged. Managing and

supply and passenger demand data onto a cloud

businesses must be able to scale elastically to

maintaining these networks was a huge challenge,

data center that implements unified resource

support explosive growth. Mobike, one of China’s

but cloud technology offered ways to reduce costs

matching and scheduling using a Big Data engine

largest bike-sharing companies, took only nine

while flexibly scaling the necessary business

in the cloud.

months to increase its user base to approximately

support platforms.

10 million. And, Didi Dache reported doubling its

How Cloud Networks Help

user base from 20 million to 40 million in a single

driver pairing, Didi Chuxing has to deal with a

At the core of any sharing company is a resource-

month, and another doubling over the next 15

complex array of factors, many of them in real

matching engine. Basing this engine in the cloud

days. Didi Dache currently has 300 million users.

time. The company is leveraging innovative

helps meet multiple requirements, including easy

Elastic and scalable network architectures make

technologies, such as machine learning and Big

expansion, high-performance networking, and

this type of business growth feasible.

Data, to achieve smarter vehicle scheduling and

support for new applications and processes.

Whether it is vehicle scheduling or passenger-

make more accurate supply and demand forecasts.

Another requirement is the use of non-

The success of a sharing company is based

blocking networks for efficiently processing Big

In this process, the company is constantly

largely on scaling up to include an expanding

Data. By collecting enormous amounts of supply

optimizing computing models to improve forecast

user base. Data centers that are built initially

and demand information, and then performing
Big Data analytics, companies are able to achieve
the best match between supply and demand. The

Daily Bookings (10K)

1600

data released by Didi Chuxing shows that the
company logs around 20 million ride requests,

1400

processes more than 2,000 terabytes of data,
May 2016
14 million daily bookings

1200
1st Quarter 2014
User base increases from 22
million to 100 million. Daily
bookings grow from
350,000 to 5,218,300 in 35
cities

1000
800
600
400

0

server pair, and effectively handles traffic bursts
brought about by the many-to-one incast model
used in Big Data processing.

1

Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications impose
a higher requirement for network quality. In
particular, the sharing economy needs AI to deal

January 10, 2014
Service integrated with WeChat

1.5

2

Didi Chuxing sustains a high rate of growth
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implements wire-speed forwarding between any

March 31, 2014
5.2 million daily bookings

November 2012
100 taxi drivers

0.5

non-blocking network is needed to process this
huge amount of data. The non-blocking network

February 2015
Merged with Kuaidi Dache

July 6, 2012
Established

200

and plans over 9 billion routes every day. A

2.5

Years from launch

3

3.5

4

4.5

with the enormous amounts of supply, demand,
and historical transaction data. For example,
AI-based data policies are needed to determine
how to push the current demand information
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to the most appropriate suppliers — including supply-side

be used for dynamic routing — with load balancing

subsidies — for best results. Stable AI operations depend

implemented between paths to prevent the switching matrix

on large-scale clusters of High-Performance Computing

from being blocked. All these measures are designed to

(HPC) servers and a low-latency, packet-loss-free network

cope with dynamically changing traffic models within the

architecture.

data centers. Up to 96,000 Virtual Output Queues (VOQs)
are supported. The VOQ mechanism, with ultra-large

Cloud Network Solutions

buffers on the ingress ports, combine to implement end-

Huawei provides holistic cloud network solutions that

to-end flow control of traffic destined for different egress

support the development of enterprises based on the sharing

ports. This approach ensures centralized scheduling and

economy. Specifically, the Huawei CloudFabric solution

orderly forwarding of services to implement truly non-

helps companies build simple, efficient, open cloud data

blocking switching.

center networks, while the CloudDCI solution assists

Ultra-large bandwidths must be available for data center

in constructing flexible, ultra-high bandwidth, energy-

interconnection. To meet this need, 400G routing and dual-

saving Data Center Interconnect (DCI) networks. The two

carrier 400G Wavelength-Division Multiplexing (WDM)

solutions combine to support the long-term evolution of

form ultra-large network pipes. Pairs of fibers can transmit

enterprise cloud services, ensure the efficient operation of

over 20 TB of data. These technologies provide almost

shared economy enterprises, and spur the rapid development

unlimited possibilities for the expansion of cloud service

of companies planning to enter the shared economy

capacity.

marketplace.
To create elastic and scalable networks that enable the

To meet the growing demands of the sharing economy for
better service quality, companies need to set up AI-capable,

explosive growth of shared economy enterprises, companies

packet-loss-free, low-latency data center networks. Huawei’s

begin by setting up data center networks based on a spine-

CloudFabric solution supports Data Center Bridging (DCB)

leaf architecture that can support as many as 50,000 10 GE

to achieve zero-packet-loss traffic forwarding for more than

servers in a single cluster. Additionally, Virtual Extensible

1,000 units of Layer 2 switching devices.

LAN (VXLAN) technology is used to build unified resource

With the pervasive use of AI applications, the scale of

pools for on-demand resource scheduling. ‘IP + optical’

HPC server platforms is growing. For example, Chinese

technologies are deployed for data center interconnection and

Internet giants, such as Baidu and Tencent, have tens of

cloud-based network migration to support further growth as

thousands of HPC servers. For future deployments, Huawei

well as data center backup capabilities. VXLAN technology

and partners are currently developing CloudFabric solutions

enables a unified controller to adjust bandwidth on demand for

for Layer 3-oriented, large-scale, packet loss-free, low-

data center interconnection services to help sharing-economy

latency data center networks.

Internet companies deal with bursty data. This type of elastic

Companies also need low-latency network pipes for data

and scalable network greatly increases resource utilization

center interconnection. The Optical Transport Network

and allows for the fast service rollouts and quick capacity

(OTN) layer-based latency optimization and automated-path

expansions needed by shared economy enterprises.

optimization technologies are built to provide the lowest

To accommodate the processing needs for Big Data,
data center networks must be equipped with strong, nonblocking switching capabilities. Two-stage Clos networks

Huawei
CloudFabric
solution helps
companies
build simple,
efficient, open
cloud data center
networks, while
the CloudDCI
solution assists
in constructing
flexible, ultrahigh bandwidth,
energy-saving
Data Center
Interconnect (DCI)
networks. >>

possible latency to deliver good customer experiences using
performance-sensitive data center services.
The success of the sharing economy relies on cloud

are used to set up non-blocking network architectures,

services. The Huawei CloudFabric and CloudDCI solutions

and core switching equipment is configured to use Clos

help Internet companies build elastic, automated, low-

switching topologies to enable switch-fabric capacity

latency, and ultra-large-bandwidth networks, to unleash the

expansion. Variable Size Cell (VSC) technology can

maximum potential of the sharing economy.▲
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FreeWiFi8 Transforms to SaaS
Using CloudCampus
By Niu Zenghui, President, FreeWiFi8

F

reeWiFi8 is a Chinese network operator that controls its own bandwidth resources, specializing in Wi-Fi construction and operation,
hybrid cloud networking, and delivery of smart business ecosystems. By cooperating with ICT vendors such as Huawei, FreeWiFi8 has
constructed Wi-Fi networks for over 40 different customers in Beijing, including large shopping malls, franchise chains (cinemas and

coffee shops), hospital campuses, railway stations, and office buildings.

Free Wi-Fi platforms provided by FreeWiFi8

Saturated Traditional Markets

for customers and end users. It is only in this way that network operators such as

In recent years, FreeWiFi8 has felt fierce market competition in the market

FreeWiFi8 will remain profitable and stand above the competition.

for enterprise leased lines, where a raging price war has driven profit margins
down. The local market for Wi-Fi installations throughout Beijing’s office

FreeWiFi8 Paves the Way to SaaS

and enterprise campus sectors is increasingly saturated. Due to increased

FreeWiFi8 has accumulated customers by building Wi-Fi campus networks,

competitive pressures FreeWiFi8 faces rising professional labor costs and a

leasing bandwidth, and leasing and selling network devices. As the

difficulty to maintain revenue growth when compared to the original, high

momentum of digital transformation began to impact industry, FreeWiFi8

margin business model.

also found the urgent need to recover lost profits by expanding to provide a

What needed to change?
The industry trend shows that profitability is shifting from the traditional
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diverse suite of SaaS applications to its existing customer base.
In the enterprise campus sector, FreeWiFi8 provides basic network

network service market upward to the application service market. Shopping

solutions and SaaS-provisioned upper-layer application solutions to many

malls, supermarkets, and other enterprise campuses now require more than

small- and medium-sized customers. As an example for startup customers,

just simple stability and reliability. The most important current need is for a

FreeWiFi8 provides basic enterprise office applications, including attendance

complete set of integrated solutions that enable them to stay focused on their core

over Wi-Fi, intelligent access control, printing, and food orders. Additionally,

business success. Driven by these new needs, traditional network operators find

FreeWiFi8 offers rich applications such as precision marketing designed

themselves competing over diversity of services and creating the highest value

around user profiles, advertisements, online and offline services, and mobile

Ecosystem

Niu Zenghui

FreeWiFi8 chose the Huawei CloudCampus solution to
accelerate the company becoming a Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS) provider, complete with reduced operating costs and
the ability to expand into desired markets.
Reduced O&M Cost

FreeWiFi8 accelerate market expansion by

Following the transformation of FreeWiFi8 into a

providing cloud-based network planning,

of the transformation, FreeWiFi8 determined

SaaS provider, the company is able to expand its

configuration, and acceptance tools. By leveraging

that the Huawei CloudCampus solution was the

focus into the neighboring provinces and cities,

these tools, FreeWiFi8 can migrate all local network

product that would best serve the intended result.

driven by an increasingly saturated Beijing market.

deployment work to the cloud management

The CloudCampus solution provides a unified

However, moving into these neighboring markets

platform and complete such work remotely from

platform for managing multiple tenant networks

imposes the immediate requirement to develop

the cloud. On-site personnel can use a mobile App

and offers open data and northbound Application

the high skills necessary for network deployment

to deploy APs at planned installation positions and

Programming Interfaces (APIs). The unified

and maintenance personnel. Network planning,

scan AP barcodes to import device information to

platform was quickly and easily configured to

device installation, commissioning, configuration,

the cloud management platform. Then, the platform

interoperate with FreeWiFi8’s SaaS platform

and on-site acceptance phases for a single site can

automatically delivers all configurations to APs and

to seamlessly integrate data and computing

take from one to four weeks in a typical situation.

initiates automatic radio calibration. The network

resources. This interoperability is necessary

Accounting for the teams’ current skills gap,

deployment time is greatly shortened to mere days,

to help FreeWiFi8 develop richer office and

without the benefit of the CloudCampus solution,

where most of the labor is installation and cabling.

business applications with short turnaround times,

FreeWiFi8 would be limited to deploying as few

Additionally, network deployment does not require

provide complete solutions to its customers, and

as a dozen sites per year, dramatically slowing the

professional IT personnel.

ultimately accomplish the goal of transforming a

expected rate of market expansion.

payment support.
During the requirements specification phase

comprehensive SaaS provider.

Huawei’s CloudCampus solution helps

Huawei’s CloudCampus solution integrates
GIS maps into the cloud management platform
and also offers a rich variety of cloud Preventive
Maintenance Inspection (PMI) and O&M tools.
These offerings allow the remote management
and maintenance of tenant networks, significantly
reducing on-site maintenance, as well as
decreasing the number of members required in
the professional O&M team from dozens to only
a few. Consequently, network O&M costs are
lowered by as much as 80 percent.
By leveraging Huawei’s CloudCampus
solution, FreeWiFi8 has accelerated its
transformation into a SaaS provider, including
the reduction of operating costs, support for
expansion into desired markets, and, ultimately,
staying ahead of a fierce tide of digital

Huawei solution enables fast network deployment

transformation competitors.▲
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Haarlemmermeer Embraces
Agile Network
By Jiang Haiyue, Senior Marketing Manager, Enterprise Network Domain, Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

A

nyone who has flown into Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport has actually landed in the municipality of Haarlemmermeer. On land
reclaimed from Haarlem Lake in the 19th century using one of the largest steam engines ever built, Haarlemmermeer has long been
known for its agriculture and gardening, and more recently for aviation, machinery, and ship building. This thriving city has been

undergoing rapid economic development and has benefited from the support of a highly efficient local government.

In Need of a Future-Proof Network
“In Haarlemmermeer, there is a comparatively low ratio of government

people need access to IT services wherever they are working on the campus.
On the legacy network, traditional IP-address- and VLAN-based rights

officials to citizens, only about 1 to 160,” said Ed de Myttenaere, IT Director

control policies were overloading the network. Network management was

of the Haarlemmermeer municipal council. “Public managers should rethink

decentralized. O&M personnel had to make service call visits to every remote

how to increase government work efficiency using information technology,

branch on both a routine and priority basis. Efficiency was limited and the

improve office coordination, provide better public services, and enhance

labor costs for O&M were increasing. To solve these problems the government

eGovernment window experiences.”

wanted a network infrastructure that would provide automated management

In 2015, the government faced a good time to upgrade their IT systems,

and easy O&M, as well as being environmentally friendly and energy-efficient.

as the warranty for devices on the municipal network was due to expire.
The legacy network was no longer able to meet the bandwidth requirements

Huawei Agile Campus Network Solution

of normal city business, nor was the system sufficiently flexible to be

Haarlemmermeer chose the Huawei Agile Government Campus Network

modernized. The municipality wanted a new network that provided the

solution to meet their stability, capacity, security, and flexibility standards for

following advantages:

the new network.

• Increased bandwidth from 1 Gbit/s to 10 Gbit/s to accommodate a
growing number of cloud applications and Voice over IP (VoIP) services
• Improved government surveillance, warning, and emergency-handling
capabilities to increase the quality of social administration and public
services
• A highly efficient, reliable, secure, and scalable network to meet
future office needs
The municipal government’s campus comprises a main office
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This solution leveraged the capabilities of the legacy network to maximize
the potential for improvement. Using the latest Software-Defined Networking
(SDN) concepts and research achievements, the Agile Government Campus
Network solution has helped transform an old network to accommodate new
service needs.
To ensure service continuity, Huawei’s S12700 Agile Switches were
deployed at core nodes. These switches use Huawei’s Cluster Switch
System Generation2 (CSS2) technology to guarantee reliability,

building and four branch offices. Many personnel do not have fixed

reduce interference, and lower packet forwarding latency. S12700

office locations and frequent the main building to deal with the

switches support redundant 1+N main control backup boards for

large number of interdepartmental administrative services. These

reliability. Clusters continue to run stably as long as even one

Success
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Transformed using SDN technology, the Haarlemmermeer
campus network is a showcase for simplified O&M that
achieves a more efficient service-oriented government.
control board of the cluster remains working normally. Working in either
1+1 or M+N redundancy mode, using hot swappable controllers, running
services will not be interrupted even when hardware faults have occurred. If
necessary, failed components are quickly located and replaced.
To provide government workers with the ability to access IT services
from all campus sites, a centralized authentication architecture stores all
access information on a unified controller, which enables a consistent user
experience at all branch offices. The unified controller implements finegrained management of users’ network access rights; for example, guests
can connect only to the Internet and not to the government network.
Additionally, the unified controller verifies all user identities and works with
Huawei’s agile switches to centrally manage the supervising policies, such

The Haarlemmermeer Municipal Government campus network is a
showcase for the Huawei Agile Campus Network solution

as network access rights, service priorities, and allocated bandwidth. This
approach enables user policies to move with users as they move between

quota management, bandwidth resources are allocated efficiently for better

branches without compromising service experience.

user experience. Guests’ online behaviors are managed to block threats from

Similarly, the solution architecture supports agile and efficient network
O&M. Huawei’s Super Virtual Fabric (SVF) technology abstracts the entire

malicious websites by identifying 500,000+ malicious URLs.
With one device managing the entire government campus, and converged

network architecture — core and aggregation switches + access switches +

wired and wireless networks, Haarlemmermeer’s IT department now has

WLAN Access Points (APs) — into a super virtual switch. With this approach,

efficient O&M. SVF technology virtualizes all devices in a campus network

devices, services, and users are centrally and easily managed. Network O&M

into a virtual switch, simplifying network management and deployment. ▲

personnel configure and perform maintenance operations on the super virtual
switch via Huawei’s eSight Network Management System (NMS).
Huawei has deployed S5700-LI series intelligent energy-efficient switches

Voice of the Customer

at the access layer. These switches minimize power usage using multiple

“In Haarlemmermeer, there is a comparatively low ratio of

technologies, including Energy Efficient Ethernet (EEE) that reduces power

government officials to citizens, only about 1 to 160. Public

consumption by 30 percent. Multiple S5700-LI switches with support of

managers should rethink how to increase government work

Huawei’s iStack feature within the virtual switch, require fewer uplink fibers

efficiency using information technology, improve office

and other support cabling. During network migration, the Huawei solution

coordination, provide better public services, and enhance

simplified the process by reusing legacy cables.

eGovernment window experiences. With its technical strengths
and rich project experience, Huawei has helped us deploy services

Fast Government Transformation

quickly, delivering mobility and eGovernment operations. As a

The Huawei Agile Government Campus Network solution includes a policy

result, an efficient and collaborative network has been built that is

configuration system that is oriented to government officials and services.

people-centric and service-oriented.”

A real-name authentication system, based on social platforms, ensures that

— Ed de Myttenaere, IT Director, Haarlemmermeer Municipal Council

the accessing user’s identity is valid. According to online duration and traffic
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Dongguan, China Enjoys
Wireless Internet
By Liu Yuqing, Senior Marketing Manager, China Enterprise Network Solutions Sales Department, Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

I

magine a city where residents, businesses, and visitors surf the Internet and use ICT-enabled services anytime, anywhere, via a
citywide high-speed, broadband wireless network. Citizens can plug into a world of information in a faster, more convenient, and
secure way.

A wireless city provides the foundation for accessing all manner of

initiatives are an important part of any Smart City program and have

is the gateway to modern information platforms that integrate the

become key indicators when measuring a city’s competitive factors. It

mobile Internet and the Internet of Things (IoT) with city-operated data

is no surprise that the construction of wireless cities is blooming around

centers. A large amount of aggregated data and applications on this

the globe. By the end of 2015, more than 2,000 wireless cities had been

platform deliver unprecedented benefits to citizens, businesses, and

built worldwide.

city administrators. Citizens enjoy added convenience while shopping,

Riding the global wave of wireless-city deployments, in 2015

traveling, learning, and receiving healthcare. Businesses have access

Dongguan — a city in southern China’s manufacturing heartland

to powerful tools that help spur their production, sales, marketing, and

— announced an ‘Information Benefiting the People’ initiative that

management. City administrators benefit from improvements in open

promised to deploy tens of thousands of free AP locations across the

governance, public safety, and city management.

city’s public places as a Top 10 government work priority.

An infrastructure of wireless Access Points (APs) is a ‘fifth utility,’
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following water, electricity, gas, and transportation. Wireless city

digital and intelligent information applications. Wireless connectivity

To date, the Dongguan municipal government has installed nearly

Success

Liu Yuqing

Integral to any Smart City initiative, Wi-Fi access is
indispensable for boosting local economies and improving
governance by using the latest ICT technologies. Huawei
assisted the Dongguan municipal government to enable its
citizens to enjoy free, city-wide Internet access that opens a
new chapter in the ‘smart’ lifestyle.
30,000 free Wi-Fi hotspots in 338 major public places. Citizens now

as spreading malicious software, and also to defend citizens against

have access to free, high-speed, and secure wireless Internet services

phishing, hacker attacks, and other kinds of information tampering.
• Difficult O&M: The deployment of tens of thousands of AP

immediately after downloading a wireless access App onto their
mobile phones.

devices is a challenging task to configure, manage, and troubleshoot
over such a large network.

Wireless Network is Key
Today, mobile phones have become an essential part of our daily

A Tailored Solution

lives. In the fast-growing city of Dongguan, with a huge population of

After evaluating multiple vendors, the Dongguan municipal

migrants and young people, the need for a high-speed Wi-Fi network

government chose Huawei as the primary solution and service

was obvious.

provider for its wireless access project. With years of experience in

Dongguan’s free Wi-Fi network (named DG-FREE) is enabling
those working, living, and traveling within the city to have ubiquitous

the WLAN sector, Huawei understood the details required to deliver a
successful solution for this project.

from the free network through the ability to push social management

•

and public service improvements. This combination helps attract more

with built-in directional antennas as is necessary for bus and train

enterprises and highly skilled talent to Dongguan.

stations, sports venues, and other crowded places. Compared to wide

wireless access to information services. City administrators benefit

The Dongguan wireless initiative includes a wide range of

Efficient AP Deployment

Huawei’s industry-leading outdoor wireless APs are equipped

beamwidth antennas that frequently suffer Internet access failures

locations, including 177 government service offices, 13 metro stations

caused by signal interference, Huawei APs have small-angle antennas

and train equipment yards, 15 parks, 21 cultural and 3 sports venues,

that deliver precision coverage, ensuring high-quality Internet access.

and 99 medical institutions. Challenges for building a wireless city in
Dongguan included the following:
• Complex coverage: Wireless deployment involved many diverse

Outdoor wireless coverage along city streets and parks,
transportation backbones, and equipment yards is more challenging
than in indoor environments. Among many reasons is because outdoor

coverage scenarios, such as large crowds in transportation stations and

AP equipment has to withstand all kinds of weather, such as cold,

sports venues, outdoor APs in parks and pedestrian walkways, large

heat, lightning, wind, and rain. In response, Huawei deployed IP67-

numbers of rooms in schools and hospitals, and high-speed mobility

rated industrial-grade APs to protect against dust and temporary water

in metros and railways. These scenarios differ in environmental

immersion.

characteristics and network needs.
• Strong security: A government responsibility when giving

For medical institutions with large numbers of outpatient clinics
and wards, Huawei’s industry leading distributed APs ensure wireless

citizens free Wi-Fi access is to provide adequate levels of security —

coverage without blind spots. Central APs connect downstream to

first by preventing people from misusing network bandwidth, such

48 Remote Units (RUs), with each RU covering a single room. This
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network topology is well-suited for supporting doctors
and nurses that require zero signal interruptions as they
make their rounds carrying mobile phones or tablets
between rooms. Compared to traditional APs that cannot
ensure full signal coverage, Huawei’s APs deliver 360degree, comprehensive wireless coverage.
What’s more, Huawei’s scenario-specific APs enable

equipment and provides a flexible open platform to build
a tailored wireless network management system. eSight
provides three primary types of management functions
for Dongguan’s DG-FREE project:
• Wizard-based equipment configuration, service
deployment, and management
• WLAN network status visualization

Dongguan citizens to watch streaming video with no

• Comprehensive fault monitoring

jitter in crowded environments on their mobile devices.

O&M personnel can monitor the operating status of

DG-FREE has become a common choice for citizens to

the network in real time through performance, alarm, and

experience high-quality Wi-Fi services. Statistics show

physical resource management. Periodic WLAN-related

that more than one million people have registered on this

reports produced by eSight help users easily manage and

platform since its Fall 2016 debut.

maintain the entire network.

•

Strong Security

Huawei deployed a Unified Security Gateway firewall

Citizens Benefit from Convenience

at the independent Internet egress of Dongguan’s

To date, hundreds of thousands of people in Dongguan

wireless city network. The firewall can identify more

are enjoying the convenience of a wireless city. After

than 6,000 applications and more than 85 million URLs.

an initial authentication step using a mobile phone App,

Comprehensive content control and auditing prevents

such as WeChat’s Mini Program, citizens have access

information leakage and meets regulatory requirements

to a high-quality Wi-Fi network without time or traffic

for compliance. Multi-dimensional protection of Internet

constraints.

users allows them to be malware-free. Accurate reports
assist in managing the wireless city network.
In addition, Huawei WLAN products defend against

When connected to DG-FREE, Dongguan citizens
can make medical appointments, query social security
information, deal with government agencies and school

wireless phishing by illegal APs and quickly detect and

enrollment, check traffic violations, and tackle other

isolate these false APs, helping users evade phishing sites

matters, including locating moving buses in real time

and avoid threats such as information leakage and data

and buying train or plane tickets.

tampering. This design empowers citizens in Dongguan
to enjoy worry-free, easy-to-use, free Wi-Fi.

•

Improved O&M

As the user base steadily grows, the city government
is making use of the collected Big Data in three key
sectors: government decision making, public security,

A wireless city project involves a wide range of sectors

and patterns of commercial consumption. This move

and a large amount of equipment. Network deployment

makes it possible to deliver more precise services to

and O&M in a wireless city is a key task that must be

government agencies, businesses, and citizens.

taken seriously. To efficiently handle this task, a modern

A wireless city is an integral part of a Smart City

Network Management System (NMS) is needed to

initiative. It is also an indispensable way to deliver more

accelerate network deployment, strengthen performance

benefits to citizens, vitalize the economy, and improve

monitoring, and speed up troubleshooting.

governance using the latest ICT technologies. As the

Huawei eSight is a next-generation NMS specifically

world’s leading ICT solutions provider, Huawei has a

designed for enterprise networks. It centrally manages

proven track record in the WLAN sector. Huawei assists

network resources, services, and users and implements

the Dongguan municipal government in enabling citizens

intelligent coordination and collaboration.

to enjoy free, high-quality Wi-Fi access and open a new

eSight also centrally manages IT, IP, and third-party
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DG-FREE has become
a common choice for
citizens to experience
high-quality Wi-Fi
services. Statistics
show that more than
one million people
have registered on this
platform since its Fall
2016 debut. >>

chapter in the ‘smart’ lifestyle.▲
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Southwest University Builds
Cloud Education Network
By Li Wentao, Access Network Product Manager, Chongqing Enterprise Business Department, Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

S

outhwest University, with an enrollment of 50,000 students, is part of the ‘985 Project’ to promote the development
of world-class universities in China. With 80 dormitories and 48 classroom buildings, the university chose to
deploy a cloud-based education network so that students could learn from anywhere on campus.

Southwest University needed an open, high-performance
network, as the legacy network no longer met the minimum

and therefore are more reliable.
• Easy deployment fulfills different scenario

service requirements: 1) Access switches, deployed in

requirements: Different types of Optical Network Units

weak-current rooms, had high fault rates due to unstable

(ONUs) are used depending on the scenario. In dormitories,

temperatures, humidity, and heavy dust. Failure of even one

ONUs may be mounted on the ceiling; or in classrooms,

switch would affect network access for multiple classrooms.

they may be mounted to blackboards to reduce cabling costs.

2) Classroom buildings are distributed unevenly, and the IT

Optical cables are installed quickly using fusion splicing.

maintenance staff has limited manpower. 3) The old network

Low-power optical splitters are deployed in weak-current

required a large amount of cabling, and the subfloors and

rooms using simple cabling, while Optical Line Terminals

ceilings had no additional space for new conduits.

(OLTs) are installed in central offices for remote ONU

Huawei provided Southwest University with the secure
and efficient AgilePOL solution, or Passive Optical Local
Area Network (POL), including End-to-End (E2E) services

data configuration — meaning that only one OLT need be
deployed for network management.
• One multiple services network supports future

to cover all phases of deployment. Southwest University is

expansion: Legacy solutions carried different services over

the first location in China where the POL solution has been

separate cable networks. For example, 5 cables would need to

applied in the educational market. Compared with traditional

be routed for a dormitory (4 for Local Area Network (LAN)

solutions, this new solution has the following advantages:

ports and 1 for an AP), and 7 cables were required for a single

• On-demand bandwidth improves user experiences:

classroom (3 for LAN ports, 1 for IP broadcast, 2 for IP

Terminating optical fibers in dormitories and classrooms

cameras, and 1 for an AP). Technicians used to have to deploy

reduces E2E latency to less than 30 ms. Wired and wireless

thousands of cables, cable ladders, distributed power supplies,

networks permit users to roam seamlessly, and wireless

and air conditioning infrastructure to support each installation.

Access Points (APs) for location positioning allow new
experiences for both teachers and students.
POL networks are built using Gigabit Passive Optical
Network (GPON) technologies. Users connect to PON ports
flexibly assigned to meet different bandwidth and service

POL solutions reduce the workload to completion by
about 40 percent. Moreover, POL solutions support uniform
management and device scheduling across the entire network
to improve maintenance efficiency.
• Line encryption protects data security: Cloud-based

priorities. For example, Wi-Fi hotspots or videoconferencing

platforms must handle a wide variety of data security and

rooms can be provisioned with higher bandwidths than

privacy issues. RJ45 ports are vulnerable because anybody

dormitories. Bandwidth can be adjusted using the Network

can access an open network port. Instead, POL networks use

Management System (NMS) in real time without the need to

Ultra Physical Contact (UPC) optical ports, which make it

change hardware.

more difficult for intruders to hijack the network. Further,

• All-optical network enhances network reliability:

Southwest
University, in
Chongqing,
China,
selected
the Huawei
AgilePOL
solution
to build a
network to
create an
open, digital,
and intelligent
teaching
environment
for cloudbased
education.

GPON supports real-time 128-bit Advanced Encryption

AgilePOL networks use passive fiber technologies with few

Standard (AES) ONU authentication. With these security

active devices that reduce the number of points of failure.

measures in place, it is nearly impossible to intercept data

POL networks are resistant to electromagnetic interference,

from the POL network.▲
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Nanjing University Builds
Next-Generation Campus Network
By Li Li, IMC Manager, Switch and WLAN Domain, and Sun Shengbai, Senior Marketing Manager, Switch Domain,
Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

Huawei’s Agile
Distributed
Wi-Fi solution
provides a
stable, reliable,
and innovative
wireless
campus
network
to quicken
Nanjing
University’s
pace on
its path to
informatization.

N

anjing University (NJU) is a national university directly under the Ministry of Education of China. As
a member university of ‘Project 985' and 'Project 211’ — both of which are dedicated to promoting the
development and implementation of higher research standards for top-level Chinese universities —

NJU plays a leading role in university informatization in China. And, with the emergence of new teaching models
and applications (online education, micro courses, e-book libraries, and others) and wireless terminals (such as
notebooks and smartphones), teachers and students increasingly expect efficient, convenient, and mobile campus
networks.
To this end, NJU had planned to construct a comprehen-

needed to manage each AP. By having the AC only manage

sive, high-quality wireless network covering more than 5,000

central APs, the number of managed APs is reduced by up

rooms in offices, classrooms, libraries, and other campus

to 95 percent (from 4,750 to 198; 1/24 = 4.17 percent). This

locations. To preserve the ancient-style architecture in NJU,

greatly simplifies network management.

wireless network deployment had to simultaneously consider

S12708 agile switch was used as the AC. All AC cards

building structures. These conditions presented the biggest

were deployed in hot-standby mode for real-time service

challenge for the design and deployment of the new wireless

information backup. In this way, data on a faulty AC card

network.

will automatically be switched to the backup AC card.

Huawei proposed a scenario that used an agile, distributed

This ensures service continuity and greatly improves

Wi-Fi solution to meet NJU's requirements. The innovative

network reliability. Additionally, Huawei APs have a ‘smart

solution splits traditional Access Points (APs) into a central

service endurance’ mode. If communication with an AC

AP and Remote Units (RUs) to deploy a wireless network

is interrupted due to an AC or link fault, APs transition to

with the following characteristics:

a semi-autonomous state and continue to forward service

• Pervasive coverage and deployment without recabling

data from wireless client devices, or STAtions (STAs).

using flexible indoor racks: A central AP can connect to

This function guarantees nonstop service forwarding and

RUs through existing Ethernet cables and supply Power over

improves user experience. When communication with the

Ethernet (PoE) to the RUs. The solution does not require

AC is recovered, the AC manages the APs again, ensuring

drilling holes in the walls to preserve the original building

stable and reliable network operation.

structures. This also simplifies network construction, reduces

The Huawei Agile Distributed Wi-Fi solution satisfied

costs, and shortens the construction period. RUs can be

NJU’s requirements for a stable, reliable, and innovative

embedded into 86-type boxes or mounted on ceilings or

next-generation wireless campus network. The Wi-Fi

walls. This ensures uncompromised signal coverage for

project has propelled the university’s informatization

each room. On-site tests have shown that the wireless signal

program, and permits teachers and students to access the

strength meets the target design levels for each room.

wireless campus network anywhere and anytime. Various

• Simplified management; logical nodes reduced by
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• Dual backup; service continuity ensured: A Huawei

high-quality signal coverage and zero damage to existing

wireless education activities, such as online exams, courses,

95%: A central AP manages up to 24 RUs by default and

and assignment submissions are now made possible.

up to 48 RUs through a switch. The RUs are plug-and-play

The benefit is a platform that simplifies and enriches the

and do not require licenses. The Access Controllers (ACs)

educational and extracurricular activities for all campus

are improved over traditional solutions in which ACs were

stakeholders.▲
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ICT Supports
Digital Transformation to
Smart Cars
By Li Jun, Director, R&D Center, FAW Group Corporation

M

aking cars smart enough to drive themselves takes a lot of technology, and the ICT industry can look forward to big opportunities in
providing it. From processors to an infrastructure for the Internet of Things (IoT), ICT firms will need to supply the technology that
companies such as FAW Group Corporation (FAW) require to bring about the digital transformation of driving.

Today, the automotive world is accelerating the development of truly

need more than their own real-time monitoring and braking capabilities; they

smart cars. However, digitalized smart car technology is still rather new

will need Artificial Intelligence (AI), Big Data, cloud computing, and other

and immature, and we need to ask, “What does it mean for the future of the

ICT technologies to achieve the deep integration of smart hardware and

automotive industry?” As China’s first automotive enterprise to conduct

software for the necessary levels of safety and autonomy.

R&D on smart cars, FAW recognizes that we must design our own road to
digital transformation.
What is a smart car? The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) in the

While driving can be a great pleasure, it is also troublesome. For example,
in the United States, deaths caused by traffic accidents average about 20,000
a year and are not declining. The U.S. Department of Transportation believes

United States offers the most widely accepted definitions. The immediate

that the collision-avoidance aspects of smart cars will help solve this difficult

goal for the majority of automakers is to reach SAE’s Level 3 for smart cars,

problem — and so the government is encouraging high-tech enterprises

or Conditional Automation, where automobiles operate speed and steering

such as Google to use their technology to mobilize smart car development.

programmatically and rely on the human driver to take over in dynamic

The goal is to position the United States as a leader in the smart car industry,

situations, like when bad weather interferes with the car’s sensors. Level

along with the European Union and Japan. A strategic goal in Japan is to lead

3 cars may become widely available by 2020. To get there, smart cars will

the world in automated driving/Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) standards.
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FAW Group Corporation, one of the ‘Big Four’ Chinese
automakers, looks down the road to see how smart cars will
affect the ICT ecosystem.

The Three Areas of Smart Car Digitalization

are the most important and most promising industry. Traditional

FAW must choose the technologies that will be developed in house

car manufacturing is serial: starting with product planning and

versus acquiring others that will enable the transition from cars to

engineering design, then to experimentation and trial production,

‘smart’ cars. By equipping cars with more sensors, processors, and

and from full-scale production to marketing and post-sales services.

software, passenger vehicles will become integrated carriers of digital

The emergence of enterprise cloud capabilities from advanced ICT

transformation. FAW understands that an increasing amount of the

infrastructures is pushing the entire car production effort into many

technology for intelligent systems, in particular, will be in the cloud,

concurrent processes using virtual platforms. Major components within

especially as is required to work in the new environment for Big Data.

the automotive enterprise cloud include digital design, manufacturing,

Here is FAW’s summary for smart car digitalization:

and service platforms, that together greatly improve the efficiency and

• Car + IoT — The result of ‘Car + IoT’ and ‘Car + Internet’ will

cost effectiveness of the entire organization. For example, when the

expand the scope of the functions cars are equipped to handle, with

Hongqi car was being developed for the Chinese market in the 1950s,

the catch that this expanded scope also demands a transformation of

achieving Europe’s 5-star collision safety level required 42 rounds of

the car companies themselves. Traditional manufacturing-dominant

collision tests. Today, cloud-based virtual collision technologies based

enterprises must adapt to become service-oriented. Quite simply,

on innovations demonstrated by Huawei greatly reduce the number of

future automotive enterprises must deliver customer benefits through

physical tests required to meet modern crash-safety standards.

services, or they will not succeed.
• Car + AI — Three important domains require integration with

Going forward, we expect to have access to the transportation
infrastructure technology supplied by the ICT industry for enabling

AI in order to create smart cars. The first is sensor fusion, the second

the transformation of automobile routes. In addition to cloud

is route planning, and the third is using AI and Big Data for multiple

platforms, AI, and Big Data, among the most important of these new

levels of data classification and delivery of results. Currently, China

technologies are 5G and V2X. This is the future, and these are the

is working on AI 2.0 under the guidance of the Chinese Academy of

new economic growth points of the supply-side revolution that the

Engineering. In the immediate future, smart cars will mainly use on-

traditional manufacturing industry does not possess.

board AI capabilities, with supplementary support by cloud-based
AI services. As cloud and ICT technologies develop further, cloud-

FAW’s Digital Transformation Thinking

based AI support will become the primary director of smart cars. For

FAW’s product development plan has three main directions. The first

example, cars will need a basic level of onboard intelligence. They

are semi-autonomous smart, safe cars. The second will be networks of

must be able to determine if objects in the environment are people,

smart cars that work together to alleviate traffic congestion in densely

cars, or a barrier. On the road, cars must determine the speed and

populated cities. The third will be fully automated smart cars that will

direction at which cars and people are moving. To do this, the widest

be certified to operate in smart cities and other specially designated

possible spectrum of data must be integrated and available to the AI

areas.

support system.
• Car + Smart manufacturing — For smart manufacturing, cars
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Additionally, FAW aims to build a cloud platform for Big Data
analytics. In the past, automotive enterprises only cared about cars,

New ICT

but now we have to care about roadways, the environment,
and expanding universe of interactions. This digital
transformation is an important test for FAW’s R&D
capabilities as it will require that our R&D personnel
master many new practices and operating regimes that
include environmental assessment and AI-based decisionmaking control, among others.
In contrast, the underlying base of traditional automotive
enterprises is mechanical, from the engine and transmission
to the integrated electrical components, such as electronic
engine control. In the future, the support architecture for
the automotive industry will change. A new core platform

In the future,
the support
architecture for
the automotive
industry will
change. A new
core platform will
include sensors
and software
intelligence that
connect with GPS
mapping, sensor
fusion, AI, and an
increasing variety
of supercomputing
platforms. >>

needs to be designed that will enable functions such as
monitoring the health and attention of the human drivers.
For example, if a driver is too tired to continue driving (since
most traffic accidents occur because the driver has become
distracted briefly), control of the vehicle will be taken
automatically and immediately, guaranteeing the safety of
people inside and outside the car, as well as the car itself
and surrounding physical property.
Another important core technology is dynamic mapping
and the many new technologies and services that will be
derived from it. Today, all smart car companies are trying to
construct new navigation technologies based on maps. One

will emerge that is independent of the traditional engine,

of the bigger engineering challenges is that fixed maps are

transmission, braking, and steering systems. It will include

not able to meet the early list of functional requirements.

sensors and software intelligence that connect with GPS

What is required is the ability to generate real-time maps that

mapping, sensor fusion, AI, and an increasing variety of

are dynamic and responsive to current conditions. In response

supercomputing platforms. This ICT-based architecture will

to the need, FAW has introduced the concept of AllwayEye,

bring a revolutionary change in transportation.

whose core function is the ability of each car to capture

The onboard network architecture for smart cars is

data related to its immediate environment and upload that

equally important. Every car has an electrical system,

information to the cloud. Then all similarly equipped cars in

but traditional wiring is far from meeting smart cars’

the immediate vicinity will be uploading and downloading

requirements. In addition to a sophisticated internal

situational information with the cloud. If two cars collide, the

connectivity, smart cars require an outside connection to

connected car can upload information about the accident to

the cloud. Consequently, a new interconnection architecture

the cloud for other cars to use their smart planning resources
to route themselves around the event location to avoid traffic
congestion, as well as having a data record to reconstruct the
accident for future reference.
The automotive industry has reached an important
crossroads in their digital transformation, one where every
manufacturer faces a series of new challenges. How do we
choose the best core technologies? How do we transform
our traditional R&D models? How do we construct a
massive, innovative architecture that is able to respond to
an increasingly complex technological revolution?
No single car enterprise can answer these questions
based on its own capabilities, and that is why FAW is
collaborating closely within the ecosystem of Huawei
partners. Our goal is to discuss how to cooperate more and
further, as FAW upholds the ideals of collaborating handin-hand with partners from all industries to build a car
digitalization universe that fulfills our collective vision for
the coming smart car era.▲
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Last Word

AlphaGo Victories
Mark Advance of
Machine Intelligence
By Dr. Wu Jun, Computer Scientist and Silicon Valley Venture Capitalist

T

he year 2016 was memorable in the history of machine intelligence, marking the end of one era and the start of another. Sixty years
previously, in 1956, ten computer scientists, including John McCarthy, Marvin Minsky, Nathaniel Rochester, and Claude Shannon,
coined the term ‘Artificial Intelligence’ (AI) for a conference held at Dartmouth College. In early 2016, the last surviving founding father

of AI, Minsky, passed away — perhaps an indication that the first phase of humans pursuing machine intelligence had come to an end.
Just two months after Marvin Minsky died, Google’s AI computer

could win. They reached such a conclusion because they knew the daunting

Go players — in a landslide 4-1 victory. AlphaGo became the first robot to

difficulties in playing the Go game, not because they did not understand the

take down a world-class Go champion. Because Go has six to nine orders of

latest developments in today’s machine intelligence.

magnitude more complexity than chess, the event set a new precedent with

At the end of 2015, AlphaGo beat only the 2-dan professional Go

implications more far-reaching than the 1997 match when IBM’s Deep Blue

player, Fan Hui, who was far below the highest 9-dan professional ranking.

supercomputer beat chess grandmaster Garry Kasparov.

However, many expert observers did not notice that AlphaGo was improving

This AlphaGo event marked the advent of a new era in machine
intelligence.
The time has come when intelligent machines are dominating humans
across all types of strategy-based games. The reason is that computational

so quickly as was proven later. In fact, prior to the match, insiders at Google
already knew that AlphaGo’s capabilities had already reached the 9-dan
professional level.
The reason computers can defeat humans is that machines become

capacity continues to grow exponentially while that of humans only

intelligent in a different way than humans do. Machines do not rely on

increases linearly, at best. Although a majority of people believed that the

logical reasoning; instead, they heavily depend on Big Data and intelligent

day would come sooner or later, most felt that it wouldn’t happen for many

search and pattern-matching algorithms.

years to come.
In fact, before the game between AlphaGo and Lee, most people,
including Lee himself, Nie Weiping (a Chinese Go grandmaster), and even
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Dr. Kai-Fu Lee (a former Google executive), did not believe that AlphaGo

program AlphaGo defeated Korea’s Lee Se-dol — one of the world’s best

AlphaGo has been trained with data from hundreds of thousands of
previous matches between the world’s top Go players. This is a key reason
why AlphaGo is so intelligent. Additionally, tens of thousands of servers have

Last Word

Recently, in 2017, AlphaGo beat the world’s No.1 9-dan
Go player, Ke Jie, in a three-match series in five days. “I am
always changing myself, but AlphaGo is changing the entire
world,” said Ke.
been used for AlphaGo to compute and train its own Goplaying model, and different versions of AlphaGo have
played with each other in tens of millions of games.
Together these measures ensured that AlphaGo would
possess an unmatched computing capability.
In terms of computing a game strategy, AlphaGo
employs two key technologies:
• Turn the current state of the Go board into a
winning-probability mathematical model. This model
does not have any artificial rules but is entirely
obtained from previous data training.
• The Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) is a
heuristic algorithm that precisely limits searches to a
minimal range so that the computer can quickly find
the next best move.
The training model and algorithms used by AlphaGo

move in a very short time.

Science and
technology are always
playing an active and
revolutionary role in
human progress, and
their development
cannot be stopped.
What we can do is
face reality and seize
opportunities arising
from the intelligence
revolution, rather than
try to evade, deny, or
stop it. >>

The ultimate goal of Google in developing AlphaGo
is not to prove that computers can play Go better than
humans but, instead, it is to develop a machine-learning
tool that allows computers to solve intelligence
problems. The match between AlphaGo and Lee is
only a test of how far machine intelligence has come,
and there is no question that Google’s success would
be impossible without the contributions from players
such as Lee. AlphaGo’s victory marks a new level of
machine intelligence and a victory for mankind.
AlphaGo’s success shows that machine intelligence
has reached a new level but, most important, it signifies
that computers are solving a wider range of intelligence
problems. Today, computers have begun to accomplish
many tasks that used to be done by humans, such as

are not new at all. They are actually machine learning

conducting medical diagnoses, reading and processing

and game tree search algorithms that have been known

documents, answering questions automatically, writing

for decades. What Google has accomplished is having

press releases, and driving cars.

these algorithms run simultaneously over tens of

The AlphaGo victory is a shock to people who were

thousands, or even millions of servers. The result is a

not familiar with machine intelligence. The worry is

dramatic improvement in the capabilities of computers

that machines will one day control humans. This fear is

to solve difficult problems. These algorithms were

actually unfounded because the essence of AlphaGo is

not designed specifically for playing Go, and many of

a software program developed by computer scientists.

them have proven successful in intelligent applications

Machines do not control humans, but rather the people

such as speech recognition, machine translation, image

who make smart machines can and do control the

recognition, and Big Data-driven healthcare.

machines.

Although AlphaGo’s training has used tens of

Science and technology are always playing an active

thousands of servers, only dozens of servers (with

and revolutionary role in human progress, and their

more than 1,000 cores and over 100 GPUs) were

development cannot be stopped. What we can do is

employed for the games with Lee. Compared to chess,

face reality and seize opportunities arising from the

Go requires a much larger search space, and even

intelligence revolution, rather than try to evade, deny,

though the computing capabilities of AlphaGo are

or stop it.

not much greater than those of IBM’s Deep Blue, the

The future of society belongs to creative individuals,

AlphaGo search algorithms are substantially improved.

including computer scientists, rather than those who

With such algorithms, AlphaGo can accurately focus

master single, specific skills that involve repetitive

within targeted search spaces to calculate the next best

work.▲
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New ICT

Enterprise Digital Transformation

Why Do We
Need

All-Cloud Networks

The Only Way for
Enterprises to Survive:
Digital Transformation

New Business Models and Technologies are Profoundly
Changing All Industries

Over the next five to ten years, all traditional industries will
need to embrace digital transformation to drive business
innovation and growth, or risk becoming obsolete.
Since 1955, 88% of Fortune American 500 companies have disappeared or
fallen out of the top 500.
Since 2000, about 50% of the companies disappearing from the Fortune
American 500 list have failed to capitalize on digital transformation.

Sharing
Economy

Social
Economy

IoT

SDN

Artificial
Intelligence

VR

Blockchain

Robotics

ćć

The Business Needs of
Post-Transformation Enterprises:

Delivers
convenient user
experiences: Digital
transformation improves enterprise
Enables agile service
efficiency while dramatically reducing
innovation: Early adopters Uber and
costs and optimizing financial outcomes.
Didi have capitalized on digital
For example, the AT&T Network on
technology solutions to connect over
Assures ubiquitous security
Demand service improves the efficiency
1.5 billion riders in 2016, and have
protection: Digital transformaof service provisioning by up to
connected over 16 million
tion enables enterprises to benefit
95%.
vehicles together,
from network security, service
respectively.
continuity, and policy compliThe Huawei All-Cloud Network architecture for
enterprises offers three major business values:
ance.
convenient user experiences, agile service innovation,
and ubiquitous security protection.

Convenient User Experiences, Agile Service
Innovation, and Ubiquitous Security Protection

From Strategy to Practice:

 ἴ

Apr

Global Footprint of Huawei
All-Cloud Network

Changsha, China

2017 Huawei China Eco-Partner Conference
Shenzhen, China

Huawei Enterprise Global Partner Summit 2017

Working with channel partners, Huawei
demonstrates All-Cloud Network solutions for
enterprise

Spain

Mobile World Congress 2017 (MWC 2017)

Hannover, Germany

Huawei unveils All-Cloud Network strategy

$F#*5
Mar
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Mobile
Internet

ćć

Digital transformation has become a critical strategy for
enterprises to achieve business success. From an enterprise
business perspective, digital transformation:

Feb

Big
Data

New Business
Models
Internet
Finance

New
Technologies

Cloud
Computing

Huawei unveils All-Cloud Network architecture for
enterprises

Innovators gain great
benefits from digital
transformation. According
to IDC, 64% of
enterprises around the
globe have become
‘digital explorers’ and
‘digital players.’

Shenzhen, China

2017 Huawei Global Analyst Summit

Huawei releases CloudApp, All-Cloud Network application platform
Nanjing, China

2017 Global Future Network Development Summit

Huawei highlights business advantages of All-Cloud Network
Hannover, Germany

Hannover MESSE 2017

Huawei showcases industry-specific scenarios for All-Cloud Network

New ICT
All-Cloud Network Solutions Empower
Enterprise Digital Transformation:

Huawei All-Cloud Networks have
three parts

All-Cloud Network Solutions

Empowering Digital Enterprises
Application-driven,
optimized O&M, open ecosystem

Enterprises of all sizes are embracing digital
transformation at an accelerated pace.

Data center interconnections between
people, machines, and applications across
campuses, branches, and Internet of Things
(IoT) scenarios.

Why Develop the Huawei All-Cloud Network Architecture?

100% cloud management,
full lifecycle support, all Wi-Fi access

On-demand, cost-effective,
and value-added services

Create a driving force for change:
Managed cloud networks enable rapid service
deployment and simplify O&M. Centralized
resource scheduling for improved efficiency. Open
APIs make industrial implementations convenient
9.
and enable business model innovation.

Applied to

Edge computing, cloud management,
open API, and value-added services

Enterprise
Achievements

ICT
Technology

Fast interconnections, cloud-network
synergy, IP + optical synergy

Business
Needs

Cloud-based Big Data Analytics provide rich
industry-specific SaaS services. Applications are no
longer ‘siloed,’ and the benefits of digitized
networks, applications, and data are shared securely
between enterprises and users.

Digital
Business
Transformation Success

Openness and Collaboration for
Win-Win Results:

Partners

Whole Journey, All Digital
Huawei All-Cloud Network architecture provides enterprises of all sizes
with ‘Whole Journey, All Digital’ experiences from purchasing
solutions to maximizing use. Huawei and partners team up to create
win-win collaborative ecosystems that deliver Real-time, On-demand,
All online, DIY, and Social (ROADS) experiences to enterprises.

Do-It-Yourself
(DIY)

On-demand

Edge Computing
Consortium (ECC)

VMware

Red Hat

Puppet

FreeWiFi8

Avira

AlgoSec

Nexusguard

FireMon

Africa Utility Week 2017 including
Fifth Huawei Power Summit

Customers
Schindler

ECC members include:
Shenyang Institute of
Automation of Chinese Academy
of Sciences, China Academy of
Information and Communications Technology (CAICT), Intel,
ARM, and iSoftStone.

Meituan

Baidu

Tencent

7-Eleven, Malaysia

Haarlemmermeer Municipal
Government, The Netherlands

Chinese University of Hong Kong

Tsinghua University

China Central Television

Medisch Centrum Leeuwarden
(MCL), The Netherlands

Ikeja Electric, Nigeria

SMRT, Singapore

Sep

Chiba, Japan

Interop Japan

Cape Town, South Africa

Shanghai, China

Huawei Connect 2017

Cancún, Latin America

Latin America Cloud
Transformation Forum 2017

Singapore

Prague, Czechoslovakia

Huawei Asia Pacific ISP Summit 2017

Huawei Ecosystem Conference

Beijing, China

Huawei’s Industry-Leading
Solutions at Upcoming Events

Huawei Global FSI Summit 2017

Huawei showcases industry-specific scenarios
for All-Cloud Network

GE

Social

Jun

May

Honeywell

All online

ROADS

Real-time

Proactive and comprehensive
security protection

Aug

Bangkok, Thailand

Southeast Asian Education Summit

Oct

Dubai, UAE

GITEX 2017
Barcelona, Spain

IoT Solutions World Congress 2017 (IoTSWC 2017)
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Deadlines for submission

Round 1
August 10, 2017
Round 2
December 10, 2017

Tell Us a Story
About Your Success in
Digital Enterprise Transformation

Digital transformation has become industry’s engine of change. Enterprises use new ICT to improve
efficiency, create innovative products, and provide better customer service. This has resulted in a number
of success stories about greater customer satisfaction.

Do you have such stories? Will you share them with us?
We want you, the CIOs,

Send us your stories via email:

the practitioners and drivers of digital transformation, to describe how new ICT
helped your company:
1. Improve operating efficiency: How did you use digital technology to
optimize workflows and improve enterprise agility?
2. Drive income growth: How did digital technology help create new revenue
sources? For example, by improving customer experience and setting new
pricing models.

Send your story

Start with business challenges and transformation strategies, or refer to a
specific digital transformation project. Tell us about measures you introduced,
results and experiences, or your thinking and ideas about digital
transformation.
If you have a digital transformation project on which you collaborated with
Huawei, please describe Huawei's role in your company's digital transformation
and the value that Huawei brought to the project.

You are cordially invited to write your story and
send it to our mailbox. Our professional editing
team will prepare your work for publication.
Mail to: ICT@huawei.com

Propose your story
Submit a proposal for your success story
via email. If selected, we will assign a member
of our team to your company to shoot video,
interview relevant personnel, and collect
materials for to use in writing the article.

*We will pay a contributor fee if your
success story is published.

Scan QR code
to learn more.

ICT Insights reserves the right to interpret this activity.
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